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Multi.Band AP-Mode Transceiver
Wide.hand
fIPC100gri
Output

Main

30 KHz-60 MHz, 112- 152 MH 2, 420450 MH t, 1740.1300MHz

500

11H14M111)ialliMtii RIM modes ony

From now on, nowhere is
beyond your reach, The long-

covers Top Band to 23cms
(with UT-20 option), more

operators access to DXCluster reception without the

awaited

multi-band, all•mode
Kenwood -15-2Q4Q has

than any other radio in its
category, whilst a full 50

need for a PC. For further

watts on 70cms gives Class

gives you the world, call 01923
655284, or

HF150/144MHz

100W

430MHz

50W

arrived. Never before have so
many frequencies been

1100Mil2

IOW Irritli Vi i01

covered by a single Amateur

B 3 users greater range. And
for the first time in an HF

2304964311mm

transceiver.

radio, a built-in TNC allows all

Dimensions 1W4H40)

0

The TS-2000

details on the transceiver that

e-mail ts2000@kenwoodelectronics.co.uk

KENWOOD

YAE SU
NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply
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Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a
full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs

GENERAL TOPICS

and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
compliment the FT-1000/D, FT-1000MP and FT-920 HF radios.
These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised
Yaesu Dealers.

ZD7K ST.IIELENA

A TALE OF TWO ISLANDS — ZD7 AND ZD8

SV9/G4DHF, OPERATIONS FROM CRETE,
ZXOZ AND PTOT AT SHORT NOTICE
REPUBLIC OF THE MALDIVES

FEATURES
• 1 cloo WATTS POWER OUTPUT @

UNDERWAY IN AFRICA
220 VAC (500 WATTS ON 6-METERS)

FR/F6KDF/T TROMELIN 2000

•

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The World's First Panoramic SWR Monitor

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

DX WITH PASTA

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory

CUSIICRAFT MA5B

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

COMPUTER MONITOR EMC

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,
FT-990, FT-900C/AT

•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm (16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note: VL-1000 and VP-1000 are not sold separately.

YA E S TJ
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester.
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.

UNEXPECTED EXPEDITION — ZS6/G3JAG FOR A WEEK
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G3NUG Neville Cheadle
Email: g3nug@btInternet.com
Further Felden, Longcroft Lane,
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G3LAS John Butcher
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E-mail: g3las@qsl.net
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£43.50
£56.50
£65.50
£56.50
£69.50
£48.50
£59.50
£47.50
£73.50
£29.50
£15.00
£27.90

Feeders, cable, connectors
RG213 Mil spec (/m)
RG58stranded core(/m)
RG174 miniature (/m)
450 ohm slotted twin
300 ohm slotted twin
75 ohm twin (400Watts)
16swg H/D copper (/m)
Polyprop egg insulator
Ribbed poly. Insulator
Dipole centre box
Dipole centre "T" piece
PL259 for RG213
PL259/6 for RG58
S0239 in line socket
BNC 50ohm plug RG58
N plug 50ohm RG213
" " " it Angled
N plug 50ohm RG58
PL259/PL259 1m lead

£99.95

(Ns and BNC have captive pins-mostly
Greenpar Macom)

G3TUX

Issue 134

The QRP Component Co.
01428 661501 x3tux@aol.com
PO Box 88,
Haslemere, GU27 2RF

Keys and Keyers

R A Kent
Pump kit
Pump assembled
KTI "pro" pump
Twin paddle kit
" assembled
"
Single paddle kit
" assembled
"
EK4 iambic keyer
EK4M memo keyer
EK4 memory upgrade
Iambic keyer kit
Touch twin keyer kit

Swedish Pump Key
Pederson DKI000

8 pin mic plug
8 pin mic line receptacle
8 pin mic 1m extn. lead
RJ45 plug
RJ45 plug (CAT 5)
2.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm mono jack plug
3.5mm stereo j. plug
3.5mm stereo scrnd jp
1/4" mono jack plug
1/4" stereo jack plug
1/4" mono scrnd j. plug
1/4" stereo scmd j. plug
Adaptor 1/4" to 3.5 stereo
Adaptor 3.5 to 1/4" stereo
Adaptor 1/4" to phone
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 3.5
Combiner 2x 1/4" to 'A"
Combiner 2x 3.5 to 1/4"

Bencher
BY1 twin (black base)
BY2 twin (chrome)
ST1 single (black)
ST2 single (chrome)

£79.95
£89.95
£79.95
£89.95

Logikey
CDXC OFFICERS 2000/2001
Tel: 01707 333 542
CONTEST CO-ORD: GOWAT Paul Brice-Stevens (as above)
Tel: 01359 270527
AWARDS MANAGER: GOKRL Ian Capon (as above)
Tel: 01767 677913
G3PMR Alan Jubb
WEB MASTER:
30 West St, Gt Gransden, Sandy, SG I9 3AU E-mail: g3pmr@shacklog.co.uk

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 20 DECEMBER

CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives
"The aims of the Club are to promote IIF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the
issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".
Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for
overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July 1st in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Digest: This Digest is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the Digest
Editor address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in the Digest are

not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

CDXC Web site: ht tp : //wow. CDXC org .uk

K3 keyer
Superkeyer 3 kit

£129.95
£59.95

Samson
£39.95
ETM SQ twin paddle
ETM9C X3 keyer - with built
£129.95
in paddles
ETM9C X3 fitted with Schurr
£199.95
Paddles
ETM9COG X3 keyer without
£109.95
Paddles
NB Samson ETM9 keyers use the SK3 chip

Schurr
Profs twin paddle
Portabel "midi" twin
Twin mechanism without
Base
Twin mechanism for ETM
Keyers (ETM5 on)
Pump mahogany base

£129.95
£119.95

£0.75
£0.35
£0.40
£0.70
£0.65
£0.30
£0.25
£0.60
£0.75
£3.25
£3.00
£0.65
£0.65
£1.95
£1.50
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.50

£1.50
£2.50
£8.50
£0.25
£0.50
£0.20
£0.25
£0.60
£0.85
£0.65
£0.75
£0.95
£1.25
£0.95
£0.95
£1.25
£1.40
£1.50
£1.50

(combiners/adaptors are stereo)
1m key/paddle leads 2+screen
-3.5mm screened plug
-1/4" screened plug
Red/Black twin power cables
8 Amp £0.35 20Amp

£74.95
£79.95
£139.95

£3.50
£3.75
£0.55/m

VAT included - PandP extra

Spares for keys stocked and repairs undertaken
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CDXC GOODS

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL
Don Field, G3XTT

The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.

PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.

KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.

RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.

REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.

PRICING
Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:
Replacement Badge:

£2.50
not available mail order
£1.50
including post/packing to UK
£6.00
including post/packing to UK
£2.50including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to:
Shaun Jarvis MOBJL
11 Charnwood Way,
Langley,
Southampton,
Hants SO45 1ZL
UK

Those of you who read my RadCom column
may recall that, in the October issue, I
commented on how quiet the HF bands can
be, especially during the week. One reader
took me to task, saying that this was
because RSGB and other bodies encouraged
competitive HF activity to the detriment of
day-to-day rag-chewing.

I've been thinking about this, especially in
the light of a brainstorming session I
attended recently regarding the future of
amateur radio. At that session, the majority
of those present felt that there was a definite
trend in the hobby towards the competitive
aspects, albeit recognising that some
specialist activities such as QRP and PSK
are also on the increase.
I wonder whether the answer is really very
simple, but we try to turn our backs on it.
Which is that the Internet really has taken
over the simple day-to-day communications
aspect of amateur radio. I know of one
friend, an early G4, so not exactly a recent
licensee, who no longer goes on the bands
to maintain his regular skeds with friends in
the US and elsewhere, but uses Internet
telephony. With a flat rate Internet
connection, the marginal cost of such
communications is zero and, in his case at
least, there is an added benefit in that he no
longer needs outside antennas or risks TVI
(he lives in an apartment in Central
London).
My son, who at one stage got halfway
through a Novice course, found he could
communicate very effectively via the
Internet, and lost interest in the amateur
radio side. For example, when he got into
designing Web pages, if he reached an
impasse he would simply post a question on
one of the bulletin boards and invariably
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would
receive
several,
knowledgeable replies.

extremely

With the Internet offering this unbelievable
level of interconnectivity, and the problems
increasingly faced in getting on the air (John
alludes to some of these in his Chairman's
Chat in this issue), it is perhaps not
surprising that day-to-day activity is on the
wane.
But John also remarks, as you will see, that

the HF Convention was a great success yet
again, and I think here is a pointer to
something which CDXC is at the very heart
of. What the Internet does not, and can not
do is to provide the sort of thrill and
challenge that comes from competitive
amateur radio. The chase involved in
snagging a DX station, or the cut and thrust
of contesting is simply alien to the
predictable environment of the Internet. You
are up against the vagaries of propagation,
the technical challenges involved in
building and maintaining a competitive
station and, obviously, the operating
challenge itself.
This, 1 suspect, is why contesting and
DXing have not faded in the way that
ragchewing appears to have done. Even our
VHF bands are dead nowadays, but when an
aurora appears on 2m or Sporadic E on 6m,
all hell breaks loose. It seems that there is
plenty of enthusiasm still out there, and it is
a form of enthusiasm that CDXC is ideally
placed to nurture and encourage. What's
more, this sort of competition is exactly
what is needed to bring about the "self
training" which many of us still believe is
an important aspect of the hobby.
To that extent, it's perhaps surprising that
many radio amateurs remain in ignorance of
these exciting pastures. D68C (sorry, I
couldn't help mentioning it again!), and the
article in RadCom which preceded it,
actually served to educate many amateurs in

how to get on and work DX. Hopefully, at
least some of them will stick at it. On the
contesting front, the HF Contests
Committee is recognising that, again, there
is widespread ignorance in our ranks. At
Windsor, one of the really keen new DXers
in CDXC was heard to say that, as far as
contesting was concerned, he really didn't
know where to start. Curiously, there isn't
really a "how to" book to point him to,
either — maybe a sequel to "DXpeditioning,
Behind the Scenes" is required!
What can we do in CDXC? Well, your
Committee is already hard at work
preparing presentation material which will
be downloadable from our Web page, and
can be used when, for example, speaking
about DXing at radio clubs. It looks as
though we probably need something similar
for contesting as well. But, either way, it
looks as though CDXC has quite a task
ahead in helping to nurture one of the
aspects of the hobby which has survivability
and which is therefore crucial to its future.

World Events and CDXC
It may seem somewhat perverse at this
juncture in world events to even be
discussing something as trivial as how we
spend our leisure time. But one of the great
aspects of our hobby is how it has always
overcome geographic, political, religious
and other barriers, to create friendships
across the globe. Long may that continue.
After the tragic events of September 11 th I
received a message from one of our US
members, saying how much he values his

links with the UK, especially through
CDXC and FOC, at a time when nations
need to work closely together and offer
mutual support. A timely reminder that, not
only is the hobby an international one, but
CDXC has become a truly international
organisation, too, with all the benefits that
brings through new perspectives and a
broader understanding of what makes our
hobby the fulfilling pastime it is.

Digest
Once again, another bumper issue. 1 hope
you enjoy it, in among the autumnal DX and
the major contests. We are now pretty much
caught up on the various DXpedition
articles (although we will have a ZL7 one
from the dynamic duo next time), so there is
plenty of space available for anything that
you, the members, contribute.
Incidentally, for those of you who were not
at the AGM this year, I said that, at a pinch,
I would be happy to carry on editing the
Digest until July 2003, when I will have five
years under my belt (for this stint, having
done the job twice before). However, 1 have
no desire to hang on if there is a budding
successor in the wings. Don't be shy!

Seasons Greetings
Finally, although it may seem rather
premature, this will be the last Digest of
2001, so do enjoy the festive season when it
comes around.
73 Don G3XTT

THE UK DX FOUNDATION
Membership fees 2001/2002
The CDXC membership year runs from July 1 S1 to June 30 th. New members joining before
December 31'' pay a full-year subscription or if joining after that date, a part-year
subscription. A full year renewal subscription is payable by both new and existing
members on July l g irrespective of joining date or date of last payment. Fees are as set out
below:
Part-Year
Full-Year
£6.00
£12.00
a. Members within UK, Channel Isles and BFPO
£8.50 / $17.00
£17.00 / $34.00
b. Members outside the above areas

CDXC Committee 2001/2002
President: Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
Team leader 1998 9MOC Spratly Is and 2001 Comoros Is. DXpeditions. 350-1- DXCC
countries and 900+ IOTA island groups confirmed: Several mini-DXpeditions to
Malaysia. Former member of RSGB Council, Management and other committees.
Former chairman RSGB HF Committee, manager of the IOTA 2000 Programme. Joint
editor of "DXpeditioning Behind the Scenes". Director - Island Radio Expedition
Foundation. Chairman CDXC: 1994-2001.
Chairman: John Butcher, G3LAS
Licensed in 1956, and active on HF for a few years, mainly from club stations, G8FC,
the Royal Air Force HQ station and then G6UW at Cambridge University. Spent many
years on VHF/UHF before returning to HF in 1997. Since then John has worked over
320 countries on all bands from 160-6m. Keen IOTA chaser with 650+ islands. John
spent 35 years as a University Professor of Solid State Electron Physics and is now
retired.
Secretary: Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL
Licensed since 1997, also holds the call 9J2JS. Team member of the 2001 D68C
Comoros Is DXpedition. Shaun has also operated from many other islands including V2,
8P, J3 and 9H as well as being a member of the GB4SM team to EU-011. Keen IOTA
chaser and has worked over 300 countries since 1997.

Treasurer: Nigel Peacock, G4KIU

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
John Butcher, G3LAS
The major event of recent weeks was, for
many of us, the RSGB HF Convention at
Windsor last month. In spite of uncertainties
in the world situation which caused one or
two key visitors to drop out, it was again a
great success, both quantitatively and
qualitatively. I think CDXC achieved a
satisfactory high profile which was

gratifying and we were also very pleased to
welcome several new members to the fold.
It is probable that, when the dust of
subscription renewals has settled, we will
have passed the magic total of 500
members.
One important feature of the Convention is

First licensed in 1978, Nigel's main interest on the bands is DXing on 20-10m SSB. In
addition, he enjoys SSB contests and is a member of the Windmill Contest Group,
regular winners of SSB Field Day. He was a member of the M2000A team. In 2001,
Nigel was a member of the D68C team and designed the group's website.

Digest Editor: Don Field, G3XTT
Keen contester, DX chaser, particularly interested in the LF bands. Former member of
the RSGB Management Committee, Radcom HF columnist. Past Chairman of CDXC.
Member of the 9MOC and D68C teams. Operated from a number of other rare DXCC
and IOTA locations. Holds US extra class call NKIG
Members: Ian Capon, GOKRL. Mike Devereux, G3SED. Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT
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THE UK DX FOUNDATION
Secretary: Shaun Jarvis, MOBIL
11 Chamwood Way, Langley,
Southampton, Hants, 5045 I ZL
Tel:+44 023 80893391
E-mail: mObjl@btintemet.com

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Name in full•
Current callsign .

Other callsigns•

Address'

Country

Post code.

Telephone.

E-mail.
First name or "ON-AIR" name (for your CDXC badge):

Proposer

Callsign•

Seconder

Cal!sign•

Total DXCC countries worked/heard (100 minimum)
Fee enclosed (see over) .

(Cheques must be drawn on a UK bank).

I hereby agree to my membership details being held on computer and published in the CDXC Membership List for
regular circulation to other members. I agree to my E-mail address being published on the CDXC WWW page
(http://www.CDXC.org.uk).

Signed.

Date'
PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

Subscription received

Welcome letter sent
Newsletter note
Database updated

Mailing list updated
Membership list updated
E-mail list updated
Badge sent
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that it enables us to take a sounding of
opinions about the important issues facing
our hobby at the present time. This occurs
through the formal presentations, but also
through the casual chats, which do not
always give the same messages. Let me
know what your impressions were.
I was left with two major thoughts. First, the
threat presented by the possible introduction
of PLT (Power Line Telecommunications)
has not gone away, in spite of what many of
us had hoped. In Europe it is still very much
a live issue. Radio amateurs have joined
forces with other users of the HF spectrum
to fight for the establishment of reasonable
standards for maximum radiated field
strengths from this potential source of
catastrophic interference. However, the "bad
guys", being largely big businesses
reinforced by the Government's desire for
the implementation of low cost, wide
bandwidth Internet access for the masses,
are formidable adversaries. The RSGB is
playing a leading role in the fight, which
cannot be said of all European national
societies. If you value your hobby and want
to avoid our frequencies being obliterated
by S9+40db white noise, please do your bit
to help. It may well be that the RSGB will
be orchestrating a campaign, including mass
lobbying of MP's, at some time in the near
future. Don't stand back and let someone
else fight for you.
My second souvenir of Windsor is, sadly,
also one of a threat. Throughout Europe and
the North America, the numbers of
newcomers to amateur radio are declining
rapidly. Unfortunately, the numbers leaving
the hobby are not. Obviously, if these trends
continue, the time is not far off when we
will have great difficulty in maintaining a
credible voice in the corridors of power. Not
only will we be hard put to fight off threats
such as PLT, but also it will become
increasingly difficult to retain the privileges
of operating on our allocated frequency
bands at all. Don't get carried away by the
optimistic talk of an increased spectrum
allocation on 40m. Remember that the
WARC band allocations were agreed

originally by an ITU majority of only one
vote.
An interesting statistic, which was quoted at
the Convention - if every licensed UK
amateur recruited one person to the hobby
in the next five years, the numbers problem
would go away. That is clearly not too much
to hope for, but it does involve everybody,
including you. Furthermore, once recruited,
newcomers must be encouraged to stay. The
new Foundation licence will help, but it is
vital that all of us do what we can to
promote the hobby and its image at every
opportunity. Convince people that the
Hancock caricature is not the only face of
amateur radio, nor by any means the most
important.
Another relevant fact - in the Far East and
some other parts of the world, the number of
radio amateurs is increasing steadily. What
that implies for the future I am not sure.
I wouldn't want CDXC members to read
these notes and get the impression that all is
doom and gloom. That would be far from
the truth. Those of you that were at Windsor
will have been entertained by the
considerable number of presentations about
recent high profile DXpeditions. It was
particularly gratifying that most of these
were carried out by UK amateurs, most of
whom were CDXC members.
The cross section is vast - from Martin,
G3ZAY, with his pockets full of "useful bits
and pieces", bobbing about in an Inuit canoe
in a fog at -20C somewhere in Hudson's
Bay, to Roger, G3SXW, and Nigel, G3TXF,
yet again proving how easy it is (if you
happen to be among the world's best
operators) to mount enormously successful
expeditions with only hand-held luggage
and minimal fuss, and then on to the
phenomenal quasi-military campaign
conducted by Colonel Cheadle, G3NUG and
bar, with his private army in D68.
This is all the real stuff of HF DXing and
very much what CDXC is about.
Fortunately, there is no sign whatsoever of a
decline in the number or enthusiasm of

those with the initiative, skill and often
courage needed to provide us stay-at-homes
with those elusive island and 'entity'
credits. Long may CDXC be in a position to
encourage and support those who dare and
those who do. We must hope that any
current increase in difficulty of international
travel will be minor and short-lived.

Finally, a plug for our Annual Dinner. By
popular request we are advertising the date
earlier this year, so there is one less excuse
for non-attendance. Reserve Saturday,
March 23, 2002 in your diaries. Full details
such as venue, menu and speaker to follow
asap.
73 es gud dx, John, G3LAS

Presidents Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
Congratulations to Nigel G3TXF and Roger
G3SXW on their recent DXpedition to the
Chatham Islands - ZL7. There were many
complimentary comments on the Cluster,
they were on the right bands at the right
time and generated high QSO rates. What a
contrast though, to two other recent Pacific
DXpeditions that both made really heavy
weather of their operations. Fortunately
there were no CDXC members on these
DXpeditions and we did not sponsor them.
Some members of these teams were
experienced DXpeditioners so it's
surprising that there were so many adverse
comments. Let's look at what happened.

Failure to work split
One DXpedition started up and listened on
their own frequency for over an hour. There
were the inevitable comments on the Cluster
— "Why not split", "Simplex chaos",
"Shambles", " Come back D68C!"
Eventually they got the message but on
occasions they then used up far too much of
the band.

Operator not following his own rules
One operator called for "Europe only" and
then proceeded to work a ZL and two JA's.
I cannot believe that his geography was that
bad! Of course, what then happens is that
the pile up ignores any further directional
calls. When the operator calls for "JA only",
Europe keeps on calling. Frankly, one
cannot blame the Europeans since the
operator has clearly already shown that he
breaks his own rules and will take all

callers

.

Band hopping
One of these stations started on 12m, was
there for around 10 minutes and then moved
to 15m even though 10m was open. It's not
that difficult to do it properly — use the
highest band that is open, work out that
band and then move down a band. Don't flit
around like a butterfly!

Working by numbers
If one has poor ears and/or poor kit then
working by numbers may be necessary but
major DXpedition operators should have
good ears and should take good radios. If
this is the case, working by numbers is, in
my view, quite unnecessary. It causes a
great deal of frustration particularly when
the DXpedition misses a number, typically
the zeros!

Going QRT in the middle of a pile up
If you have to QRT because you cannot
handle a pile up you should not be on a
DXpedition. However this seems to happen
all too often. If the pile up gets out of
control it is inevitably the fault of the
DXpedition operator. He has failed to stamp
his authority on the pile up, probably
lacking rhythm, not identifying and
breaking his own rules.
Sending too quickly

DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)

till 06/12
till 2002
till Dec
till 30/11
till March
till 31/12
till 2003
till 30/11
till 31/12
till Jan
till Oct 2002
till 02/12
till 24/01
till Dec
till 18/11
till 26/11
till 30/11
08/12-15/12
15/11-17/11
15/11-30/11
from 16/11
17/11
17/11-22/11
20/11-10/12
21/11-09/12
21/11-25/11
22/11-27/11
23/11-25/11
24/11-01/12
24/11-30/11
24/11-25/11
27/11-06/12
Nov-Mar 02
27/12-07/01
29/12-05/06
Dec-Jan
December
05/01-08/01
10/01-11/01
28/01-30/01
Jan-Feb 02
January
04/02-19/02

3B8/ON4LAC: Mauritius Island (AF-049)
EM I HO: Galindez Island (AN-006)
FOODEH: OC-094, OC-062, (French Polynesia) by ON4QM
H44MA: Malaita Island (OC-047), Solomons by VK2GR
KC4/N3SIG: McMurdo Station, Ross Island (AN-011)
0E75: special prefix (Austria)
T3OES: Butaritari (OC-0l7), W. Kiribati by NIJSY
TM5SIA: special event call (France)
VI3ORC: special station (Australia)
VKOKMT: Davis Base (VK-03), Antarctica by VK4KMT
ZD9IR: Gough Island (IOTA AF-030) by ZS6RI
543
FS/W2AZK and FS/KF2HC: Saint Martin (NA-105)
ZL/GMONWI: New Zealand
IY I SP: special Marconi station
SN45KDU: special event station (Poland)
ZM8CW or ZL8CW: Kermadec Islands (OC-039) by ZL3CW
PJ4/PA3CNX: Bonaire (SA-006), Netherlands Antilles
E29AL: Tarutao Island (AS-126)
5Z: Kenya by DF8AN
FG/N4CD: Guadeloupe
P6: Ducie Island (OC-182)
547
4Z4DX and 4X6UU: Stela Maris Lighthouse
537
VP8SIG: South Orkneys (AN-008) * by GMOHCQ
5W: Samoa (0C-097) by W7TVF
HI3K: Dominican Republic by AD4Z
NP2/K7BV & WP2Z: Virgin Islands (NA-106)
NHOS, NHOV, KHO/JE6MYI, KHO/AD6VH, KHO/JK2VOC: Saipan
LS2D: Isla Verde
KH*NK2IR: Hawaii and Midway Islands
VP8SGK: South Georgia (AN-007) by GMOHCQ
XT2DX: Burkina Faso by Voodoo Contest Group
JA6GXK: Danjo Islands (AS-056)
VK3FEI/#: Australia & islands by PAOMIR
JA6GXK: Danjo Islands (AS-056)
JI3DST/6: Miyako Island (AS-079)
CE9C: Hornos Island (SA-031)
YC3MM: Siberut Island (0C-215)
VP8SIG: South Orkneys (AN-008) by GMOHCQ
VP8SGK: South Georgia (AN-007) by GMOHCQ
VP8SIG: South Orkneys (AN-008) by GMOHCQ
5U: Niger by I2UIY and others
CE9L, CE9N, CE9P: SA-050
TI9M: Cocos Island (NA-012)

Sending CW or SSB too quickly over an
auroral path can cause great difficulties at
the receiving end. Frequently, this is a case
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your SO2R station, or on perhaps small
receiving antennas you may use to
accompany that 1/4 wave vertical for
40/80/160m! (anyone using EWE's or K9AY
Loops), or even what software you are using
and how the get the b•#&$r to network
properly and stay networked! ...I'm sure you
would have a ready and perspicacious
audience...

- David Mahoney
On the other hand...

`Do not take life too seriously. You can
never get out of it alive!'
- Elbert Hubbard
And if 2002 brings you success in small or
large measure...

`Always hold you head up, but be careful to
keep your nose at a friendly level'

So in 2001 what have you learnt from your
Contesting?, are you now the fully formed
Contest Op?, or is it now time to reflect how
you could do better?...

- Max L.Forman
Enuf with the quotations already! ...have a
good Christmas and I hope Santa leaves you
a 120fl tower and TH1 IDX along with the
Reindeer droppings this year...

`Don't waste your time trying to control the
uncontrollable, or trying to solve the
unsolvable, or thinking about what could
have been. Instead, think about what can be
if you wisely control what you can control
and solve problems you can solve with
wisdom you have gained both from your
victories and your defeats in the past'

of "showing off' but the result is that
exchanges are not made properly. This
happened to me on both 12m and 10m SSB;
signals were weak and difficult to read and I
was not convinced the operator had my call
correctly. I therefore had to make second
contacts on these bands to be sure he had
my call correctly. Result — a high level of
dupes. in the DXpedition log.
Not identifying
One station went for 20 minutes without
giving his callsign. This caused the
inevitable chaos on frequency "What's your
call etc.,". Identify after every three QSOs
and preferably after every one.
None of this is very difficult. Of the D68C
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team at least half the team of 26 had not
been on a major DXpedition before, yet
everyone understood the rules and kept to
them. Not doing the job professionally lets
down the DXpedition team, the DX
community and the sponsors without whom
many of these DXpeditions could not take
place. Let's hope that when CDXC
members go DXpeditioning they follow
good practice and persuade the rest of the
team members to do the same.
Please allow me a commercial — all these
points are set out in our book
"DXpeditioning Behind the Scenes" which
is available from Nevada. All profits from
the sale of this book go to fund future
DXpeditions.

Paul GOWAT
Secretary's Update
Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the fo lowing new members:

HOW MANY DXERS?
The chart below should have accompanied Neville's article in the last Digest (p.53). Sorry
Neville!
068C
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

§

§. §.

2 3 2 8
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Call

Worked

Name

Location

GOBLB
GOHGA
GOKYC
GOTDV
GOTHF
GOTOC
GOWSC
GOXBV
GOYYY
G3CWW
G3FZW
G3OAG
G3SVL
G3WRO
G4HZV
G4IRN
G4RUW
G4XOL
GMOGAV
GM4AFF
GU4YBW
GWOMNO

293
130
100+
100+
202
100+
185
130
162
214
100+
325
I00+
100+
100+
100+
296
314
100+
199
100+
148

Richard Baker
Angie Sitton
Alan Morrison
Ronald King
Keith Greatorex
Marc Litchman
Robert Connett
Alan Nottage
Robert Konowicz
Anthony Timme
Edward Matthews
Stephen Gilbert
Chris Duckling
Keith Haynes
Robert Bagwell
John Warburton
Roger Daniel
Mark Osborne
Gavin Taylor
Stewart Cooper
Paul Wadley
Nicholas Bufton

Somerset
Hefts
Wolverhampton
Bristol
Derbyshire
Essex
Somerset
Sussex
Surrey
West Yorkshire
Staffs
Manchester
East Sussex
Essex
Surrey
Thames Ditton
Berks
Merseyside
Perth
Montrose
Guernsey
Gwent

but only within the accepted practice of
waiting until the current station gives his
signal report.

138

John Hrycan
Damian Kamm

Aberdare
Swansea
Fair Oaks, CA
Bucks
Cheshire
Hampshire

III

Dominic Smith

Devon

MOBZK

133

David Mapeley

Milton Keynes

MOCCQ

297

Paul Burgess

Shropshire

M5ZAP

100+

Andrew Morgan

Coventry

146

Peter Maile

C.Antrim

Updates will be published on our WEB
page. The user simply downloads the new
install file and runs it, which will place new
files in the proper directory where
CyberCWContest resides. The program will
automatically incorporate any new file or
database the next time the program is
started.

GW3SFC
GW4AYJ
KI6T
MOAIJ
MOBEX
MOBKV

100+
300+

MOBLF

MIOBME

318
113

176

Alwyn Richards
Jeff Morgan
Gary Stilwell
Charlie Blake

Penallt Trophy
The Penallt Trophy, in memory of Allan Phillips, GWOBIC, is awarded to the CDXC member
who works the most DXCC entities on the 1.8, 3.5 and 7 MHz bands during the calendar month
of January each year. Each DXCC entity is counted once only, regardless of how many bands or
how many modes that entity is worked on. No QSL cards are required, but in the event of a
dispute the CDXC Committee may request a photocopy or print-out of the applicant's logs.
There is no minimum number of entities worked in order to qualify. All CDXC members are
encouraged to submit a list of all DXCC entities they have worked on the three low bands'
during the month of January.
Also the Tindle Cup will be awarded to the runner-up.
Send a list containing: DXCC entity, Callsign, Date, Time, Band and Mode to Ian Capon
GOKRL (gOkrl(a)arrl.net ), by 28 February. Please list each DXCC entity only once.

EXPEDITIONS FUNDED
For the record, here is a full list of expeditions to which financial contributions have been made
by CDXC. The amounts have varied, according to the degree of difficulty, the rarity of the target
country (especially from the UK), etc. It's beginning to look like quite an impressive list, and
CDXC members can take satisfaction that they play such a major role in making DXpeditions
possible.
VP8SSI
AHIA
VK9MM
3YOPI
V P8SGP
ZKIKH
3D2CT and 3D2CU
G4MFW/ZL8
AL7EL/KH9
CYOAA
AH4/AHOW

South Sandwich
Howland Island
Mellish Reef
Bouvet Island
South Georgia
North Cook Island
Conway Reef
Kermadec Island
Wake Island
Sable Island
Midway Island

March 1992
February 1993
September 1993
February 1994
January 1995
January 1995
March 1995
May 1995
January 1996
June 1996
August 1996

as well as the CW event!...so all members
who would like to submit an entry for the
club are more than welcome...for the
purposes of these events you have to reside
within a 50 mile radius of the G3NUG's, as
this is where our club `meets'...As I did last
year I will collate the logs, sort them into
respective A, B, C and XYZ teams and send
them off to the RSGB...what I would like
from you is an e-mail copy of your .LOG
and your .SUM, please do remember the
summary sheet as it makes life very much
easier for yours truly.

CW speed is dependent on where in the
band you are tuned, with higher speed
stations in lower portion of each band.

So please if you can, make it a date and help
contribute to CDXC's AFS entry in 2002.

When calling CQ, responding stations
follow the same dependencies as described
above, however the more rare stations have
a smaller probability of responding than
those stations that are simply active
somewhere on the band. This fact, as in the
real world will drive the contest operator to
looking around the band for multipliers. Up
to five simultaneous callers may be active,
depending on band conditions.

e-mail logs and questions to: paulgOwat.dernon.co.uk

Thanks,
Paul GOWAT

I hope to include in the next issue CDXC
members reminiscences of the big three
CQWW's...R7'7'Y, Phone and CW...so if

This list of features goes on for quite a bit
longer...

you took part in any, or all, of the Holy
triumvirate, your thoughts would be of
interest to other members...they do not have

I have downloaded the free trial version but
have not yet had time to give it a go...this is
not free software though (as per
RUFZ/PED/PileUp!) but is $39 for the
download version...please any user reviews
besides mine (to follow) would be
appreciated...you can find more information
on httn://bbcyber.com

to be any particular length...Soundbite to
War and Peace, and anywhere in-between
would be fine...please contribute, your
column needs you and all donations
welcome!

So that's about it for this CDXCNQCC I
hope you enjoyed it...as I seem to find
myself saying every column please let me
know your thoughts on its contents (always
most appreciated) and if you can help by
submitting an article (or two) I can assure
you it would be welcomed with open
arms...something we have lacked over the
past year despite some really excellent story
articles, is any information on the more
technical aspects of contesting...please if
you have some information you would like
to share on how you go about setting up

So we are nearing the end of our jaunt this
issue and there's just time to remind you of
AFS (now as opposed to the next issue
which may be a little too late for this
reminder)
Affiliated Societies Contest CW & SSB
January 2002
This year it would be great to build upon the
success of last years team efforts by putting
on an even more impressive show and
seeing if we can't pull off a win in the SSB
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November
9-11 Friday 2300 - Sunday 2300

And something I have gleaned from the
Internet (to be fair I found it on
www.nsl.net/ei8ic 's page, a good read it is
too, surf on over...).. it's a CW Contest
training program...looks very interesting,
has any CDXC CW Contest op tried it...I'm
sure your fellow members would like to
hear...

Japan International DX Contest Phone
10-11 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
WAE RTTY Contest
17-18 Saturday 1800 - Sunday 0800
IARU 160 m Contest CW
17-18 Saturday 2100 - Sunday 0100
RSGB 1.8 MHz Contest CW

CyberCWContest

24-25 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400

CyberCWContest is a software simulation
of an amateur radio contest. The user
attempts to work as many stations in as
many different countries and zones on one
or more amateur bands in a given time
period, using Morse code (CW).

CQ WW DX Contest CW
24-25 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
CQ WW SWL Challenge CW
December

The software generates a simulated radio
environment, where the operator can tune
the HF contest bands and actually hear
computer generated station activity. The
user either identifies and answers DX
stations or calls CQ and responds to stations
that call. The probability of a user hearing a
given station is dependent upon:

1-2 Saturday 1800 - Sunday 0200
10th Annual TARA RTTY Sprint
7-9 Friday 2200 - Sunday 1600
ARRL 160 Meter Contest CW
15-16 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
ARRL 10 meter Contest CW/SSB
29 Saturday 0000 - 2359
RAC Canada Winter Contest CW/SSB
29-30 Saturday 1500 - Sunday 1500
Stew Perry Topband Distance Challenge
CW
January
11-13 Friday 2200 - Sunday 2200

•

Time of day (estimated propagation)

•

Noise Level (band related)

•

QRM from other simulated stations

•

Band in use and frequency (estimated
propagation)

•

Number of "real world" amateurs in the
particular country

•

Your latitude and longitude (estimated
propagation to other station)

Japan Int. DX Contest (160-40 m) CW

The probability of a DX station hearing you
is dependent upon:

25-27 Friday 2200 - Sunday 1600
CQ 160-Meter Contest CW
26-27 Saturday 0600 - Sunday 1800

•

Number of stations calling other than
you (pileups can get worse the longer
the station is on a given frequency)

•

Timing of your call (as in the real world,
you will have to time your call to
minimise interference)

REF Contest CW
26-27 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
BARTG RTTY Sprint Contest RTTY
26-27 Saturday 1300 - Sunday 1300

Use of tail-ending: tail-ending is allowed,

UBA DX Contest SSB
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Heard Island
VKOIR
CY9AA
St Paul Island
VK9WM/VK9WY Willis Island
North Cook Island
ZKIXXP
KH5/N4BQW
Palmyra Island
Lord Howe Island
VK9LX
9MOC
Spratly Islands
Baker and Howland Islands
K4AU/WHI
3B7RF
St Brandon
3D2DX
Rotuma Island
Amsterdam Island
FT5ZH
T88Il
Palau
Campbell Island
ZL9CI
3B9R
Rodriguez Island
Tuvalu
T24DX
Pagalu (Annobon Island)
3COR
T31K, T31T, T3IYL Central Kiribati
ZK3CW, ZK3DX and ZK3YL
Tokelau
T30Y and T3OCW
Western Kiribati
Juan Fernandez
CEOZ
VP6BR
Pitcairn Island
FOOAAA
Clipperton
5Z4WI*
Wasini Island
4W6EB
East Timor
9G5MD*
Abokwa Island
Bhutan
A52JS
A52A
Bhutan
VK9WI
Willis Island
FR/F6KDF/T
Tromelin
A52FH
Bhutan
J5X and J5Z
Guinea Bissau
K5K
Kingman Reef
FOOWEG
Australs
D68C
Comoros
3D2C1
Conway Reef
PWOS
St Peter & Paul Rocks
ZD7K
St Helena
ZD8K
Ascension
VP8SDX
Falklands
HK3JJH/HKOM
Malpelo
3B6RF
Agalega Island
FOOARE
Australs
5U??
Niger
*From CDXC Members' Fund

January 1997
June 1997
September 1997
September 1997
October 1997
November 1997
February 1998
March 1998
May 1998
September 1998
December 1998
December 1998
January 1999
April 1999
August/September 1999
September 1999
September 1999
October 1999
October/November 1999
January 2000
January/April 2000
March 2000
March 2000
April 2000
April 2000
May 2000
May 2000
May 2000
August 2000
September 2000
September 2000
October 2000
October 2000
February 2001
February 2001
February 2001
March 2001
March 2001
April 2001
April 2001
May 2001
October 2001
February 2002

NEVADA TROPHY RESULTS
UK - High Power

First Place
Second Place
Third Place

John Butcher G3LAS
Darren Collins GOTSM
Ron Stone GW3YDX

Score
23
23
23

Victor Brand G3JNB
Andy Morgan M5ZAP
Jim Martin MMOBQI

20
19
19

Mark Demeuleneere ON4VVW
Vilnius Young Technicians Club LY3MR
Martin Jonink PA4WM

23
23

Alain Tuduri F5LMJ
Jean-Louis Chabernaud F5UJK
Krzysztof Hodyr SP7ICE

17
16
16

UK - Low Power

First Place
Second Place
Third Place
Rest of the World - High Power

First Place
Second Place
Third Place
Rest of the World - Low Power
First Place
Second Place
Third Place
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the UK...Roger G3SXW...

Internet-connected computers, or who
choose to log by hand and submit those
hand-written
logs,"
explained
CQ
Communications President Dick Ross,
K2MGA. "But our logs come from all over
the world. While the risk that amateurs
might be involved in any sort of terrorist
activity is extremely small, mail en route
may be subject to tampering. We cannot ask
our staff members or contest committee
volunteers to possibly expose themselves to
dangerous packages sent through the mail."
CQ requests that this information be
disseminated widely so as many contesters
as possible will be aware of this rules
change before the SSB weekend of the CQ
World Wide DX Contest on October 2728."

Dear UK-Contest,
Re: CQ World-Wide SSB and CW Contests
CQ will not accept posted logs/disks for CQ
WW contest this year - only e-mails. But
CQ Contest Committee desperately wants
your log by ANY route. In order of priority
please do try to send in an entry (or checklog):
1. e-mail as publicised cw@cqww.com and

ssb@coww.com
2.

disk posted to me (I will forward your
files to CQ by e-mail)

Alternatives for contesters without computer
logging programs or e-mail access:

3.

paper-log posted to me (I will get your
log typed in and e-mail it to CQ)

1) Get a computer logging program. There
are many excellent and reasonably-priced
programs available. Many may be
downloaded on the Internet so there is no
shipping delay. Some basic logging
programs are even available as "freeware."

So - all UK entries will be received at CQ
by e-mail.

UK Clubs

First Place
Second Place
Third Place

242
170
150

Cheltenham ARA
Stockport RS
Reading and DARC

SWLs

First Place
Second Place
Third Place

Yuri V Maslov UA9-165-700
Vladimir Zaretsky LY-R-404
Michael Glasemann DE1MGL

18
17
17

2002 " Flying Horse" Callbook CD-ROMs
Special Offer for CDXC Members
The RAC "Flying Horse" Callbook is the standard source for worldwide addresses,with over 1.6
million entries, E-Mail addresses, maps, QSL Managers, prefixes, QSL bureaus and much more.
You can print the address on your envelope or label. Now with Web access for updates.

Order your copy today at the special CDXC rate of

$40 USD by Air Mail

(The Publisher's price is $49.95 USD plus shipping!)

You can pay by Cheque, VISA, MasterCard and order by post, E-Mail, direct from our Web
Page or by TEL/FAX at 716-677-2599. Mention "CDXC" with order. Offer expires 31/12/01.

The 59(9) DX Report, P.O. Box 73, Spring Brook, NY 14140 USA
WB2YQH, CDXC Member - Callbook Distributor
E-Mail: the599roanol.corn
Web Page: http://members.aol.corn/the599rpt/dx.htrn

PLEASE help to reduce my work-load by email ing if at all possible.

But even more importantly PLEASE do
send an entry!

2) Transcribe your log into an ASCII text
(.txt) file on a word processing program.
Using the format on the log sheet, enter
each item for each contact, separated by a
tab. Separate each contact with a carriage
return (enter key). Save onto a floppy disk
and e-mail (many public libraries have
computers with e-mail capabilities) to the
address listed in the contest rules. Be sure to
include the required information about your
station in a covering e-mail message.

Enjoy the contest - the biggest event in our
calendar!

My address is:
Roger Western G3SXW
7 Field Close
Chessington
Surrey KT9 2QD

Richard Moseson, W2VU

e-mail: g3sxw@compuserve.com
73 de Roger/G3SXW.

(PS - to help alleviate the situation
described above, some US amateurs have
come forward and offered to handle paper
logs, but that doesn't alter the benefits of
submitting electronically where possible.
See also below - ed.)

Thank you Roger, your hard work is much
valued
by
the
UK
contesting
community... now something for your diaries

And now from our CQWW representative in
10
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several hours. I suspect this is because many
logging programs require the PC clock to be
set at GMT, whereas in practice many
amateurs have their PC clock on local time.
If there is no serial number, then the time of
the QSO is the only marker the adjudicators
have for finding it in the log, if the callsign
is broken in some way.

that the adjudicator may take pity and
contact you, asking for a revised log ("one
with serial numbers please", or whatever).
To this end, keep a copy of your log! One
poor soul I e-mailed, with exactly that
request, had borrowed a friend's PC, and by
the time I got in touch the log file had been
deleted. Sadly, his million-point plus effort
will now appear as a check log.

Beware also of relying on your PC too
much. I am astonished how often an IOTA
Contest entrant may work the same station
several times, and have the IOTA reference
wrong for each and every QSO. I can only
assume that the reference was miscopied on
the first QSO, but the operator has believed
the PC each time afterwards, rather than
listen to what the distant station is actually
sending. Another problem is how often the
band or mode is incorrectly logged. Again,
with PCs, it is easy to change band or mode
on the rig, and forget to do so in the log (it
happens with paper logs too!). A good
PC/rig interface will take care of this, but
many don't have one. I know the problem to
my cost — in GU a few years back I had an
interface, but for some reason it decided not
to work (having done so happily in my
shack for many years!), so I had to change
bands manually in CT. The result was that I
mislogged several mults (and double mults).
As my adjudicated score was a smidgen
behind G4BUO, accurate logging of band
3rd in
would have put me ahead of him,
th !
Europeinstadf4

RSGB IOTA Millennium Programme

—

IOTA 2000

A reminder that the IOTA 2000 Programme which is managed by CDXC closes at the end of
this year. Applications must be postmarked on or before 31 December 2001 and should be sent
to G3NUG.

IRCs
As a result of the successful ZD7K and ZD8K expeditions, Glyn GWOANA has plenty or IRCs
available at 55p each.

Thanks Don...as many know Preparation
Prevents P.P.P and so it goes that Post
Event Inspection also Prevents P.P.P... I
any sure I speak for all of us when I say we
do not envy you your task ahead with the
IOTA logs, so may we take this opportunity
to wish you the Patience of Job...or the
power of 'The Force'...whichever is the
greater!... and now a very important piece
bit of information...so you there, at the
back, pay attention!!!

CQ Asks Contesters to E-Mail All Logs
Due
to
security
concerns,
CQ
Communications Inc. is asking all
participants in CQ-sponsored amateur radio
contests to submit their logs electronically.
All logs for the CQ World Wide DX
Contest, the CQ WPX Contest, the CQ
World Wide 160-Meter Contest, the CQ
World Wide VHF Contest and the
CQ/RTTY Journal RTTY contests should
be submitted via e-mail per instructions in
the rules for each contest. In light of recent
events regarding hazardous items sent
through the mail, logs received through the
mail at the CQ offices will be held
unopened until all potential health risks
have been evaluated. CQ says it cannot
guarantee that logs submitted by postal mail
will be opened. Contesters who want to be
sure their scores will be counted must
submit by e-mail.

Finally, log what you sent! If you are
sending manually, rather than letting the PC
do it for you, it is easy to send the wrong
serial number by mistake. Log what you
sent! Otherwise the poor soul you worked
may be penalised for miscopying it.

Contact Information
Last, but by no means least, give your
address (and e-mail if you have one). Not
only does this mean that the certificate will
find its way to you (you wish!), but if you
have made any of the errors I have
mentioned above, there is at least a chance

"We regret the need to inconvenience those
contesters who do not have access to

SS

POSTBAG
From David, G3UNA: Don, I was interested

costs and some no-doubt might not even do
that, I suggest that a DXpedition that sets
out to raise money for a specific local
charity, e.g. a school, would get more 'green
stamps' for QSLs, especially if this is put
into the routine announcements on the air
every so often.

in the last two letters from Roger G3SXW
in which he raised two very interesting
points about DXpeditioners.
In regard to those who are beginners at the
trade, like myself, the first DXpedition can
be quite a shock in terms of the astonishing
intensity of stations calling in. Old hands of
course take this in their stride and cruise
along at a rate of knots, whereas the
beginner, even if experienced in contests, is
not prepared for the sheer intensity.
Training is the answer and I have toyed with
the idea of making long training recordings
with mulitiple inputs using 'pileup' or
similar programs. I wonder if anyone has
already done it. This will get the operator
used to the mass of incoming signals and to
operating the equipment over long periods.
It should be fairly straightforward to rig up
a dummy system to make it feel real. Has
anyone ever recorded a full DXpedition
from one of their stations? It might now be
fairly easy with a pocket cd recorder on one
of the stations at least.

The QSL request would still go to the
appointed manager, but the printing and
filling-in of the cards could be done by the
school concerned, even if this is not the
most economic method. The children should
be given suitable tuition before the
DXpedition arrives so the more senior and
able ones could join in in some way, just
like we did on our early Field Days, even if
they just hold a rope when raising masts. A
local anchor man of course is the key to the
success of this.
Taking this a step further I envisage that
each DXpeditioner could give one day of
their time at the school to speak on any
subjects they wish, or help with equipment
repairs or w.h.y. At the stage we occupy in
our lives, most of us have amassed a fair
degree of talents which we could share with
schools who would never be able to afford
to hire a one day lecturer or specialist in any
other circumstances.

The second point Roger touched on was to
aid the locals in some way. This is
something in which I have voiced an
interest to a number of DXpeditioners and I
would like to raise it in CDXC for a wider
audience.

For small DXpeditions there is often not
much room left in their baggage allowance
for extra stuff, but if each of us could take
something for the school in hardware,

Whilst it is true that some DXpeditions can
only just raise enough money to cover basic
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only. Those with HF priviledges might
number some one million. That provides
some sort of upper limit for what follows.

perhaps a second hand laptop or small
printer, say, a school could begin to gather
quite an inventory of equipment from
visiting radio amateurs who might return
several times over the years. Taking kits of
electronics and a few hand tools and such
like could be just the beginning that many of
them need to get started.

Definitions
What is a 'DXer? The DXer who calls
DXpeditions is one breed. But what about
the DXer who rag-chews with his pal 6,000
miles away but wouldn't dream of joining a
pile-up? He is just as much a DXer, and I
suspect that there are very many who fall
into this category. Then again for our
purposes in trying to estimate the population
reached by a DXpedition perhaps this
category of DXer could be excluded.

I have no doubt that there are many holes in
the above, but as a large international
organisation with scores of DXpeditions
going on, radio amateurs are in a key
position to do themselves and the poorer
communities that we visit a considerable
amount of good.

Availability

73 David Cutter G3UNA

The really grey area is the casual or
infrequent DXer. There must a huge number
of DXers (who might call a DXpedition)
who are on the bands infrequently, perhaps
so infrequently that a DXpedition has come
and gone in between his operating. Add to
this the number of 'absentees' at any one
time (sick, away on holiday or business,
broken rig/antenna etc etc) and we start to
wonder if the DXer population is perhaps
actually greater than suggested.

From Gwyn, G4FKH: Dear Don, thank-you
for another excellent CDXC Digest, I
enjoyed reading it very much. I wonder if
you could include a little piece in the next
digest covering my next trip to 3B8 land? I
will be arriving on December 3 rd and as my
xyl will not be arriving until a week later I
will be setting up station straight away. My
call has been confirmed as 3B8/G4FKH
again and, of course, I'll be working CW
only, on 21/18/14MHz. I am taking my new
FT-100 and a dipole, so my signal will not
he that loud but hopefully I will work a few
members. I wonder whether you could ask
members to send "CDXC" when making a
QSO, this will chuff me up no end. Oh!
Nearly forgot, I'll be packing up on
December 28 th sometime.

Objectives
If we need to construct some broad estimate
of how many different DXers might call any
one DXpedition then the 65,000 suggestion
sounds quite plausible. If on the other hand
we wanted to know how many might be
interested in DX news (e.g. for a publisher)
then surely it has to be quite a bit greater?

Broken Calls
In all estimates we have to allow that some
of the supposed DXers are non-existent
because the pile-up operator has logged a
wrong call-sign. Approaching one half of all
call-signs reported in CQ WW contest logs
are 'uniques', i,e. no-one else reported that
call. The CQ WW gurus believe that almost
all of these unique loggings are in error.
Hmm.

From Roger G3SXW:
How Many DXers?
Neville, G3NUG (CDXC Digest 133, p53)
concludes that there may be around 65,000
DXers in the world. I'd like to add some
further thoughts to his careful analysis.

Population
Firstly, the total population. I have heard it
said that there are some 3-4 million licensed
hams in the world. But this includes VHF-

Bottom-Line
I've often thought to myself that 'there are
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perfectly valid. For example, where you
typed a zero instead of a letter 0 (or vice
versa). Where you inadvertently typed the
IOTA reference in the callsign field instead
of the IOTA field. And so on. Spend a few
minutes on simple checks like this and the
adjudicators will love you for ever!

59 001EU005
5992003NA6

would be fine, as it is clear that characters
one to three are RS(T), four to seven are
serial, and eight to twelve is IOTA.

It is exactly these sort of glitches which
checking software will stumble over,
whereas in the past a human adjudicator
would have realised what had happened and
would have moved quickly on (just to be
clear, no QSO is removed by the software
until a human has looked at it, but if you
had checked the entry before it went in this
would have been one less for the poor
human to have to resolve!).

Log Content
Only now do we get on to what you actually
log! The golden rule should be to log every
QSO, even non-scoring ones. Many entrants
have become so paranoid about "dupes" that
they simply remove them all. Dupes
shouldn't actually be an issue nowadays —
the software should pick them up and score
them zero (unmarked dupes in the days of
paper logging and checking were a different
matter, of course — I have an example in
front of me with two unmarked dupes in the
first 37 QSOs!). But let's suppose that the
first time you worked a station, you didn't
actually find your way into his log. He calls
you later, and you don't log it because it's a
dupe, or you remove it before sending in
your log. I don't find you in his log at the
time of your first supposed QSO, so you
lose the points (and mult, if applicable). Fair
enough, it wasn't actually a good QSO in
the first place. But because he isn't in your
log for the second (good) QSO, you both
lose it! I am also having multi-op stations
fail to log non-scoring contacts on the mult
station (in IOTA, the second station is only
allowed to work mults). In theory, the mult
station shouldn't have made these QSOs,
but may have done so believing them to be
mults, and then realised afterwards that they
weren't. Fair enough, but by removing them
it then becomes a busted QSO for the other
poor soul who worked you. Log them, and
score it as zero.

If you are prepared to go further, and correct
calls which were obviously miscopied, this
is trivial nowadays. When I look at a log
and sort it, for example, by callsign worked,
and see 7 QSOs with LZIKSL and one with
LZ1KHL (with the same, rare, IOTA
reference!), that tends to raise a red flag. If
I, as the adjudicator, can do so as easily as
that, the entrant could have done so too. It's
as easy with a 3000 QSO log as with a 30
QSO log, indeed more so because an oddity
will stand out even more from the larger
log. It is also helpful to enter the callsign as
sent. This may sound obvious, but I know
that when I was in VP9 last year, for
example, many people logged me as
VP9/G3XTT rather than the G3XTTNP9 I
sent (as per my licence), for the simple
reason that their logging program required
the call to be entered this way for it to
recognise the country correctly! This sounds
to me like the tail wagging the dog. Indeed,
portable designators show up in all sorts of
guises. I have seen, for IOTA, YC3M/vI/5,
YC3MM/P/5, YC3MM/5/P, YC3MM/P5
(that would be a rare one!) and YC3MM/P.
I tend to take a benign view of this, and
allow them all, but not every adjudicator
may be so understanding.

Should you correct logged data after the
contest has ended? This is a matter of
constant debate on the reflectors. But I
would argue that, whatever you stance on
the morals of this, some simple checks are

Be careful, also, how you enter other QSO
information. Many logs I have received
have the time out by one, two or even
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bother, leaving the adjudicator to try and
figure out whether this is a 12-hour or a 24hour entry, whether it is an expedition or a
fixed station, or whatever is relevant.

information should be included in the log.
Again, it appears that many entrants fail to
read the rules or do a simple check.
Take paper logs first. Some are immaculate,
with copper-plate writing and exactly to
specification. Sadly they are in a minority.
Many are scrawled, with it being impossible
for the adjudicator to distinguish between
certain letters or numbers (U and V, 2 and
Z, for example). Many are in formats other
than that specified, so that the adjudicator
struggles to find a particular QSO when he
is doing his cross-checking. And,
increasingly, many are printed from PCs,
making the adjudicator wonder why he is
required to retype or scan the logs when the
entrant could clearly have sent a disc or email in the first place!

Scoring
Generally, no two contests will have the
same scoring system. This is, of course,
what gives each contest its unique identity
and means that each one will require a
different strategy. Again, the result is that, if
you use a program that doesn't support the
contest concerned, you will need to edit the
log file afterwards. Again, many don't,
which means their claimed score will be
meaningless.
In practice, this generally doesn't matter
nowadays, as most contest organisers will
be using computer software to check and
rescore the logs, to ensure that they are all
scored on an equitable basis. But the benefit
of a claimed score is that it alerts the
adjudicator to any gross errors. If he
calculates a score which is twice or half the
claimed one, then at least he is going to
have a second look, to ensure that he hasn't
made a cock-up! So it behoves you to read
the rules and ensure that your score is
calculated correctly (as an example of what
can go wrong, one of the IOTA logs I have
just checked had its claimed score reduced
from 185k to 78k, simply because the
entrant had used an old scoring system and
also appears to have claimed IOTA credit
for a number of non-island stations, perhaps
based on a misunderstanding of the IOTA
programme (every EA5 station allocated the
reference applicable to EA5 coastal islands,
for example)).

Moving to electronic logs. Again, many fail
to include the required data (a particular
bete noire this year has been the number of
logs produced by CT which do not include
received serial number — I don't blame CT,
which doesn't really claim to support IOTA;
I blame the entrants who have sent off their
log without ensuring it is complete). Also,
the number of formats is legion. In the worst
case, entrants have developed their own
logging software, and the log comes out as
complete gibberish! The way I work, and I
may be out of step with the rest of the HF
Contests Committee here, is that any ASCII
file where columns are of a standard width
(in terms of characters) is fine, as I can then
import the file into my database by defining
what is in each column. But free format
logs, where data is run together are a
nightmare. An example would be a log
where the sent reports appear on
consecutive lines as follows:

Log Format

5 90 0 lEU00 5

With paper logs, the RSGB has always
indicated the format required (number of
QSOs per page, whether there should be a
continuous log, or separate logs per band,
what data is required, etc.). Similarly, for
electronic logs, the rules stipulate what

5 9 92 0 0 3NA6
This is not uncommon! But I need to
separate the RS(T), serial and IOTA for
checking purposes. And there is no easy
way I can do this. A log which had:

100,000 DXers in the world'. There is
precious little data around with which to
further this research (which is why Neville's
article is so useful) and we certainly can't
use award-claimants (e.g. DXCC) as that is
too small a sub-group. But we might
suggest, very subjectively:

been sent on the eQSL.org system. The
program is free - and there's some
information and a download available at
http://www.tim.ukgateway.net/ecall.htm
Have a look and see what you think,
anyway!
Vy 73, Tim

300,000 with the broadest definition
(those who might make one longdistance QSO per year)
150,000 regularly-active on the HF
bands (a lot of whom never call in a
pile-up)
100,000 likely to call in a pile-up over a
period of time
65,000 (Neville's figure) might call any
one DXpedition

From Dave G3UEG:
NoV issued for first UK remotely
operated HF station.
Dave Gould (G3UEG) has just received an
NoV as a Special Research Permit to set up
an HF station that is remotely controlled
over the telephone network. This has come
after 16 months effort liaising with the
RSGB Licensing and Advisory Committee
and the RA and has been finally approved
after a site inspection.

Most of the time DXpeditions are too short
to allow more than the super-active big and
medium-guns to get through plus a
proportion of those otherwise-absentees
who happen to be QRV during that period.
This is where D68C scored so highly, in
'reaching the parts that others do not reach'.
Perhaps it would be instructive to analyse
the logs of residents in rare countries who
run pile-ups all year-round, like V51AS,

The system is based on a Kachina 505DSP
transceiver and their own specially designed
remote control system. The audio is
digitised and then multiplexed with the
control signals. The resulting single data
stream is encoded and then passed over the
telephone network using standard modems.
At the remote end the data is decoded and
the audio is split from the control signals
and passed to the transceiver. The system
will operate at a line speed of 28K or better
and includes strong security, failsafe and
shut-down measures.

As Neville said - 'much food for thought'.
Indeed! My own conclusion is that it is
bigger - not smaller - than previously
thought. 73 de Roger/G3SXW.
From Tim, G4VXE: Just a quickie regarding
a little program I wrote recently which I am
quite pleased with. It allows the user to do
callsign lookups very readily across the
internet. The program looks at the callsign
you are looking up and determines the best
place to look it up. US calls go to the FCC
database, VE calls to theirs, Russian to
theirs and pretty much everyone else to
QRZ.COM ! I think it's a bit quicker than
opening Internet Explorer and going to a
bookmark. I also built in a function which
allows you to see the eQSLs that you have

The ability to operate remotely will give
many benefits including the use of more
effective antennas where planning
restrictions or garden size limit what can be
done at home. It could also be used to put
antennas away from sources of man-made
noise or to get away from EMC problems.
This will be the first step on what could
become an interesting development. If
anyone is interested they can contact
G3UEG at david.gould@btinternet.com
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GENERAL TOP ICS
A Tale of Two Islands, The Barry Amateur Radio Society DXpedition
to ZD8 and ZD7.
Glyn Jones, GWOANA
Doug Roberts GOWMW, suggested "as you
are going all that way why not do both
islands" and if we decided to go he would
be very interested.

Like many great ideas for DXpeditions,
which start over a pint, this one was no
exception. It was around March 1999;
Richard Mortimore GW4BVJ and I (Glyn
Jones GWOANA) were enjoying a chat with
Johnny Clingham ZD7WRG in the B.A.R.S.
clubhouse at Sully, South Wales.

The idea sounded great but, being novices at
DXpeditions, we looked around for help and
it was all around us in the shape of the
"Chiltern DX Club."

Johnny at that time was a crew member on
the "RMS St.Helena" which was in port at
Cardiff for a refit. So being off duty he had
dropped in to see us and spent the evening
down at the club. During the evening the
topic moved to Johnny's homeland of St
Helena (ZD7) and "amateur radio activity"
on the island. He said most bands and
modes were active except CW. He then
gave us an invitation to come on down to
see him, to give "CW" a good airing.

The support and encouragement from
CDXC and the "5 star DXers Association"
was superb so, by the end of the
Convention, with our hearts and minds
brimming with excitement, our proposed
DXpedition was on. So let the planning
begin again in earnest.

Planning Manual
Neville, G3NUG, and Steve, G4JVG, then
suggested we might like to take a look at
their new book "DXpeditioning behind the
Scenes" which had just come out It was a
DXpedition planning manual and it looked
just what we needed so I purchased a copy
at once. This book was to become our "DX

I being retired and having more leisure time
jumped at the offer but Richard, our CW
man, ran a busy communication company
and had to think a bit longer, but not much
longer, hi. So by the end of the evening a
germ of an idea was formed. That being to
fly to Cape Town and up by the "RMS" ship
to the island of St. Helena for some great
DX ing. But in reality the arrangements were
not as easy as I had first thought they would
be. First the ship's cruising schedule did not
link in with a Cape Town flight on the dates
we wanted and Richard's business and
family commitments needed more
arrangements, so we shelved the idea for a

Bible".
The advice given in those pages was
invaluable and the team can heartily
recommend it as mandatory reading for any
future DXpedition as it will save you the
trouble of "re-inventing the wheel". So with
our guide book to hand we arrive at the
team building and planning stage.
The Team originally consisted of Richard
GW4BVJ, Doug GOWMW and myself
GWOANA, Sherri, Richard's YL, agreed to
join us as logistical support. Then Keith
G3TTC of Warwick, an ex-BBC engineer
on Ascension Island for many years asked if
he could join us as he wanted to go to St.
Helena, as in all his years working on ZD8
he never got the chance. The team

while.
It was at the 2000 RSGB HF Convention
that the subject of the ZD7 trip was raised
with a few of the delegates and the interest
was high especially when we said we would
be concentrating on CW, Data Modes and
LF with a special effort on Top Band.
During this convention a good friend of ours
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Six box for our multi-multi section, or - at
best - to win the contest. We will be supersuper-active on all bands all the time (when
they are open). Just point beams due South
and we will be there, for 48 hours.
Especially on Sunday we will be easy to
contact. Just call! We will sign XT2DX.

This is the first opportunity I have had to
take a proper look at those logs, and do
them justice. As it happens, in the meantime
I have also taken over the task of managing
the IOTA contest, so I now have some logs
from that event, too, from which to draw
some salutary lessons.

The Future

I suppose, if you stopped to think about it,
most of the errors which occur in contest
logs are fairly predictable. But, in a way,
that's what's so surprising. If so, why do
people send in logs with these errors, rather
than do some obvious checks first? I'm not
talking about some sort of "doctoring" of
logs after the event, about which there is
considerable debate on the various
Reflectors, but just some obvious tidying

With the stock-pile remaining in XT2 we
can play with new options for future years.
If the project is hugely successful we might
like to stay there for another year. Or we
could move on - Bamako (TZ) is only 500
miles West and Niamey (5U7) even less to
the East. They are both reachable by road
from Ouaga (whereas they are both too far
from Accra). Something about worlds and
oysters?

up.
After all, if you've gone to the effort of
operating a contest for maybe 12, 24 or 48
hours, why not spend a little while getting
the log submission right?

West Africa gets under your skin. An
immediate reaction is commonly 'it's not
safe'. That, may we suggest, is at best a
generalisation and at worst just ignorance.
Crime in Nigeria, war in Sierra Leone,
desert in Algeria - but risks are manageable
(witness our seven years of visits without a
mishap) and the benefits are magnificent.

Let's look at some of the main issues.

Summary Sheet
Contest organisers require a summary sheet,
either on paper or in electronic form (the
one exception is the Cabrillo log format,
where this information is contained in the
log file). The rules will invariably say what
should be included in the summary sheet.

73 de Roger/G3SXW.

I'm sure that CQWW from a country as rare
at XT2 will be an absolute blast...we wish
you all the very best of luck Roger and
team...we look forward to appearing in your
log!

The main purpose is to enable the organisers
to enter your log into the appropriate
category (e.g. single-band, assisted, or
whatever) and to note your claimed score
(though see below, for more on scoring).
But I am finding many useless summary
sheets, especially with electronic
submissions. The main reason seems to be
that entrants use a logging program which
doesn't directly support the contest
concerned, and therefore doesn't recognise
the entry categories which are applicable.

And now a lesson in enlightenment from Les
Grande Fromage du IOTA...that's
yer'actual French that is...

Contest Logs
By Don Field G3XTT
At last year's HF Convention I was
presented with some old RSGB contest logs
(entrants' callsigns removed to protect the
guilty!) with the suggestion that there might
be the basis for an article on contest logging
errors, and how to avoid them.

As the summary sheet is a simple text file, it
shouldn't be beyond the whit of man (or
even a radio amateur!) to edit the summary
information appropriately. But many don't
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QRZ CONTEST
Paul Brice-Stevens,

GMAT

Well hello and welcome to this issue's QRZ
Contest and in pole position it's...

lunchtime. We will then have three days to
set up six stations and umpteen antennas
and then do the contest.

The Next African Foray - XT2CW

Tear-down always happens fast. We will
have this done by Monday lunchtime, Nov
26th, and all equipment delivered to our
new storage in Ouaga, in time to catch the
flight to Accra (one-way ticket) that
afternoon. There we reconnect with our
return tickets to go home.

by Roger Western, G3SXW
e-mail: g3sxw@compuserve.com
The Voodoo Contest Group group has been
active in CQ WW CW for the past seven
years from West Africa, in the multi-multi
section, signing 9G5AA, 5V7A, TY5A. We
came first in the contest four times. Here is
our plan for this November.

In Accra
There is always plenty to do both socially
and ham radio. Our good friends Ralph,
9GIRQ and George, 9G1RL will be a joy as
always. There's the beach, the bars, the
slave-castles, the arts/crafts market - and
just soaking up the heat and the ambience.
But then there's the club-station, 9GOARS,
at the Accra Technical Training Centre. A
permanent station but always in need of
maintenance work. We will get on the bands
for sure if only for short operating-periods.

The stock-pile (some 1.5 tonnes) contains
rigs, amplifiers, beams, rotators, coax,
towers, poles, guy-rope, network cable - you
name it. It is all stored in Accra, Ghana. But
we feel like a change. Where could we go
that is accessible by road? (Too much to
take by air and seafreight is too fraught with
risk). We have done Togo and Benin. Time
to get out the atlas!

In Ouaga

The one other country that is sensibly
reachable by road is XT2, Burkina Faso.
Yes - that sounds exotic enough!

Several hundred miles North and we are
close to the Sahara. It will be very hot and
very dry! This is a city of 0.5 million - big
enough yet small enough. One of the
poorest countries in the world yet (by what
we saw briefly last year) some of the
warmest, welcoming people you will find
anywhere. Of course, they speak French
(with an African accent!). The beer, called
'BB', is good and cheap and those huge,
beaming smiles (just like in Accra) make
the visit something to really look forward to.

In March 2000 G4BWP and I spent 72
hours in Ouagadougou, the capital of XT2,
to reconnoitre the possibilities. We met
Hugo, XT2HB, who turned out to be a very
useful contact indeed. We got licences
issued and discovered the best hotel QTH a big flat roof about 60 feet high.
The Project
The team (G3PJT, G3SXW, G3XTT,
G4BWP, G4IFB, G4PIQ, K5VT, KC7V)
will meet in Accra on November 16th. With
a large hired bus and driver we will drive to
Ouaga (Nov 19) with all the gear. This is
due North, stopping in Bolgatanga for the
night, then crossing the border, hopefully
reaching the hotel (Nov 20) around

The Contest
We will mount six stations, mostly the
TS930's and Alpha 76's/78's already down
there, along with a mono-bander for 40
through 10 metres, plus LF antennas. Our
target will be to stay, as always, in the Top
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welcomed Keith aboard and we got down to
more detailed planning. This involved each
person doing a particular job and we hoped
that our combined skills would be enough to
carry us through.

Buoyed up with painkillers and a total
dedication. He set to hour after hour and
gave the world ZD7K and ZD8K their
wants on CW from topband to 10.
With all his painful problems, I felt there
were times when Richard must have felt like
throwing his precious key down the
mountain. One of these times was when the
QRM Brigade turned up. But this QRM
only served as a spur and Richard beat them
by rapid QSYs. Richard's other task was the
design
of
web page
our
www.dxpedition.co.uk and I think you will
agree he did a great job of it.

Team Leader was Glyn GWOANA (later to
be called "Red Leader" after his natty red
shorts and blood red T-shirt sporting the
B.A.R.S. Logo. Other responsibilities were
Treasurer, QSL Manager, Corporate
Sponsorship, Fund Raising and Publicity.
On the DXpedition my special
responsibility was for DATA
communications (RTTY SSTV PSK31) and
I did a little SSB if not operating as "COOK
for the team" (I'm glad they loved fresh
Tuna fish as I cooked it a lot, hi).

What a brilliant help Ken Dons GMOAXY,
our Chief Pilot, was. He worked all hours
answering emails. Updating the web logs
and giving us daily updates and debriefing
us all with the latest information gleaned
from the hams comments re band conditions
and reception reports.

Our "Chief Engineer and Freight Manager"
Doug GOWMW was brilliant; he could
build and fix anything. He even fixed a
couple of broken green "Mossy Coils" he
soaked the ends in water and the gunge
glued together perfectly. This job enabled
Richard to give a few more top band
contacts, when the "Mossies were biting
hard". But he came into his own in
constructing the Top Band vertical, the
"Dragon Special" Doug's creation all 7511
or 23 metres of it.

Keith G3TTC antenna farmer, affectionately
known as "Bag Man, was our stalwart
antenna builder and SSB and 6m specialist.
He also assisted Doug as official video
camera reporter and filmmaker. Keith
always carried his wonderful bag wherever
he went. It was normal on the outside but as
big as "Dr Who's" legendary Tardis
machine inside. He carried all manner of
goodies in it. What ever you needed from
soap powder to insulation tape it always
came out of Keith's magic bag. All
DXpeditions should have Keith and his "Dr
Who's Tardis bag" and his hawk vision eyes
as with them we never left any equipment
behind. It came close, like leaving the top
band antenna wire in the long jungle
vegetation on Green Mountain ZD8 but
Keith spotted it and saved us again.

Doug was very active on SSB on the
WARCs. Then after a busy day and night
operating he took his trusty laptop lit up a
homebrewed cigarette and set a bought
consolidating the logs, ready to upload to
the web. Then it was off with his camera
filming the DXpedition exploits; yes, a very
busy man.
Richard GW3BVJ our "Morse Man" and
Web Page designer, was known to the crew
as "Robo-op" as, once Richard went into
CW mode, he worked like a "Robot", hi.
Richard was amazing as during the flight
down to Ascension he was suffering with a
heavy cold and having great difficulties
clearing his ears. Then unfortunately the
worst happened and his eardrum bust under
pressure of the descent. Despite the acute
pain and agony, coupled with a total loss of
hearing in one ear he stuck to his post.

Sherri Mortimore SWL, Logistical support
and Public Relations is a fine lady from
Texas USA and is now the wife of Richard
GW4BVJ. They married on their return
from this DXpedition. Sherri was
responsible for computers and local public
relations. The computers worked well
except for one, whose soundboard went
QRT. Not much anyone could do for it. The
15

and found that by doing both ZD7 and ZD8
we were in fact mounting two expeditions to
remote places so it was going to be very
expensive. After discussions the team
agreed to try for sponsorship to help out
with some of the expense. So once again we
looked into our trusty CDXC planning
manual and I took their advice in writing off
for a sponsorship request. I wrote around 50
letters and not one replied during that
month. I got to think that maybe ZD7 and
ZD8 were not in demand and felt that we
would be wasting our time.

public relations were superb and we were
treated regally on both islands. Sherri's
southern-States, laid-back approach worked
well with all. But it was not all PR. She still
found time to help out with antenna
building, humping of gear and de-rigging; a
great team member.

Planning
Now with our team assembled and skills
constantly honed at meetings held at Magor
Service station South Wales. These monthly
meetings went on for most of the year. Doug
took charge of the fine detail using his
design engineering skills to the full. I was
detailed to write to potential sponsors for
support with Richard detailed to design our
web page. We drew up a list of equipment
needs such as Transceivers, Antennas, and
Computers and Amps. We also discussed
our various software needs such as Logging,
Data Modes like RTTY, SSTV and PSK.
The list of things to do seemed endless.

But I was just too impatient. What I had not
appreciated was the time-scale organisations
need, in order to discuss our request with
their relevant management committees.
Then again this was our first DXpedition
and 1 had a lot to learn. The days turned into
weeks and went by with no response, then
on a cold winter's morning a letter dropped
on the mat amongst the Christmas Cards, it
was from CDXC offering advice and
encouragement together with financial
support. Great news, we are wanted! I and
the team were overjoyed.

With Richard busy working on his web
design that would include a "Log Search". I
thought maybe we should try and get a
"Pilot Station" to help us collate this log
search and help us with information on band
conditions and propagation in real time.
Together with collating reports from
stations around the world. To this end Rob
Ferguson GM3 YTS (GM-DX Group)
suggested that maybe Ken GMOAXY could
help us. So without further ado I contacted
Ken who agreed to act as our Chief Pilot. At
this point the team would like to express our
thanks and appreciation for the superb job
Ken did for us as Chief Pilot.

This was followed with help from RSGB
and the GMDX Group. Then by the end of
the month BARTG pledged support
followed by our EUDXF friends who wrote
in with their help. Others followed, like
GDXF and the Danish DX Group. By now
the team felt elated. Our friends from across
the pond, the Arkansas DX Association also
ploughed in with yet further advice and
green stamps. We were also very
appreciative of Dave G3VFP who kindly
donated his superb interface unit for our
soundcard Data modes for use on the
expedition. Have a look at Dave's G3VFP
home page link from www.dxpedition.co.uk
It is a great link and full of info and free
software for soundcard operation.

Sponsorship
Having drawn up a list of equipment needs,
we then turned to our various software
needs such as Logging, and Data Modes like
RTTY, SSTV and PSK31 together with our
e-mail and Internet requirements. The list
seemed endless. I began thinking,
organising a DXpedition was not going to
be easy but with dedicated team effort we
can do it.

With all these wishes of support and
encouragement our next stage was to try for
some commercial support. Our little team
were novices at this but we struck out again
with advice gleaned from CDXC expedition
book. Not long after we were lucky to gain

By now we had costed out the expedition
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IOTA TROPHIES 2000
Operations from which Validation
Material is Awaited As At 1 October

Winners of the three IOTA trophies
awarded for DXpedition performance in
2000 were announced at the RSGB HF and
IOTA Convention at Windsor in early
'Most
October. The trophy for the
Courageous IOTA DXpedition of 2000' was
awarded to the team of 10 Argentinian
amateurs, led by LU2NI, from the Santiago
del Estero Amateur Radio Club who
activated AYON/X from Pinguino Island
(SA-087).

2001
AF-091/Pr 3V8G1 Galite Island (July 2001)
AS-050 RUOB/P Isachenko Island, Sergeya
Kirova Islands (April 2001)
AS-057 RUOB Uyedineniya Island (April
2001)
AS-068 RUOB/P Kravkova Island, Mona
Islands (April 2001)

The trophy for the 'Most Outstanding IOTA
DXpedition in 2000 in Africa, Asia and
Europe' went to the team of 29 (yes 29)
operators, led by HSOGBI and HS ICKC,
from the Radio Amateur Society of
Thailand and the Thailand Group 1996 for
their E29DX operation from Nu Island (AS-

AS-091 UEOXYZ Ptichiy Island (July 2001)
AS-140 S21BR Dakhin Shahbazpur (Bhola)
Island (December 2000)
AS-156/Pr RIOB Ushakova Island (April
2001)

145).

AS-160/Pr BI4F Fu Rong Island (Sept
2001)
U I ZA/1,/A
EU-082
(resident?)

Kil'din

That for the 'Most Outstanding IOTA
DXpedition in 2000 in North and South
America and Oceania' was awarded to the
team of KL7AK, KL7TG, WOGLG and
KF6XC for their KL7AK operation from the
Kudiakof Islands (NA-216).

Island

EU-147 U I ZA/1 999999 Island (February July 2001)
EU-153 UIZA/1 997997 Island (July 2001)

In addition, a special trophy was presented
to the team of UT8LL, UR5LCV and
UY5XE in recognition of their three island
operation as EM5UIA from Kalanchakskiye
(EU-179), Lebyazh'i (EU-1 80) and
Poludennyy (EU-182), all in the Black Sea.

EU-I86 TAIED/O Gokceada Island
(December 2000)
SA-048 4M7G 999999 Island (Sept 2001)
SA-088 PSA088 Tacami Island (June 2001)
Note: Checkpoints are not authorised to
credit QSL cards for an operation where
validation is required.

Congratulations to all the winners and, as
always, our appreciation goes to IOTA
expeditioners everywhere whose efforts
contribute so significantly to the success of
IOTA.

Note that interim information on the issue of
IOTA reference numbers and validation of
operations during October is available on
the IOTA Manager's website above. Under
IOTA NEWS BULLETINS click
01/11/2001.

IOTA HONOUR ROLL AND ANNUAL
LISTINGS 2001
The full Honour Roll and Annual Listings

can be found on the official IOTA web site
at http://www.rsgbiota.org .
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IOTA CORNER
Roger Balister, G3KMA
AF-090 5R8GT/P Sainte-Marie Island
(September 2001)

IOTA Reference Numbers Issued

EU-188 R I P Pechorskoye Sea Coast West
group (Russian Federation)

AF-090 5R8HA Sainte-Marie Island
(September 2001)

AF-090 5R Madagascar's Coastal Islands
East (Madagascar)

AF-090 5R8HC Sainte-Marie Island
(September 2001)

Jendouba/Bizerte/
3V
AF-091/Pr
Tunis/Nabeul Region group (Tunisia)

EU-032 F5NBX/P Aix Island (August
2001)

AS-157 3W South China Sea Coast Centre
group (Vietnam)

NA-035 HR6SI** Santanilla (Swan) Islands
(March 2001)

AS-159/Pr TA Black Sea Coast West group
(Turkey)

OC-023 K3J Johnston Island (Sept 2001)

AS-160/Pr BY4 Shandong Province North
West group (China)

0C-108 YB5NOF/P Siantan Island,
Anambas Islands (September 2001)

NA-220 OX Greenland's Coastal Islands
South West (Greenland)

OC-110 YJOAXC Loh Island, Torres
Islands (September 2001)

OC-244 DUI-4 Luzon's Coastal Islands
(Philippines)

OC-237 YC2MTA/P Panjang Island
(September 2001)

0C-247/Pr YB8 Sabalana and Tengah
Islands (Indonesia)

SA-089 4MIX Sombrero Island (July 2001)

SA-089/Pr YV I Falcon State group
(Venezuela)

** This covers only HR6SI cards. Some
people have reported receiving
HR2RCH/HR6 QSLs confirming contacts
made with the HR6SI callsign. The Radio
Club de Honduras has now informed the
IOTA Committee that it will send
replacement HR6SI cards to these amateurs
and by direct mail if that was the way the
QSL was received. Please do not ask the
IOTA Committee or checkpoints questions
about this at this time (the Committee will
keep the situation under review).

SA-090/Pr YV5-7 Anzoategui State / Sucre
State West group (Venezuela)
Note: A full listing of new IOTA reference
numbers issued since publication of IOTA
Directory 2000 may be found on the IOTA
Manager's website at
httn://www.co I9.dial.pipex.com/index.shtm

Note: This list includes operations where
validation material was volunteered, ie not
specifically required for credit to be given.
In all cases, cards now submitted will be
accepted by Checkpoints if they meet
normal standards. This means that the island
name should be printed on the card.

Operations Which Have Provided
Acceptable Validation Material

AF-013 5R8HC Madagascar (Sept 2001)
AF-057 5R8HC Nosy Be Island (Sept 2001)
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advertisements in RadCom for great coax
deals).

support from Cable and Wireless, together
with an amazing team effort from the RAF
who agreed to help with our logistics to
Ascension in recognition of the part CW has
played on Ascension Island during the past
100 years...

The Software Sponsorship came from all
quarters in the commercial ham radio
community. These very helpful, talented
and so clever people gave us not only the
use of their products but freely offered their
valuable technical advice. This enabled the
data side to proceed flawlessly. But for a
Murphy strike in a sound card that went
QRT after he visited.

Equipment

The transmitting equipment needs were
satisfied by the very kind sponsorship of
Kenwood UK who loaned us two TS570D
with power supplies and a brilliant TS6OS
for 6 metres. These portable rigs behaved
flawlessly. I was very impressed with the
Kenwood TS570D as I drove them for days
on end using the "Key-Down modes" such
as RTTY and SSTV. The TS570D never
faltered despite the heat and humidity of
ZD8 and ZD7. Couple that with its DSP
capability and you have a great bit of kit for
DX operations.

The DXpedition team would like to express
our thanks to Cromapix, WinPix32,
Turbolog, WF1B, MTTY, and RCKrtty for
making our life so much easier and in doing
so enabled us to give the ham radio
fraternity more data modes on this
DXpedition. The links to these software
site
our
sponsors are on
www.dxpedition.co.uk so check them out.
You will be well pleased with their brilliant
software, because we certainly were.

The other treasure was the TS60S. It was
perfect for that "Magic band" six metres.
We all enjoyed the openings and relished
the comments and thanks for a new one on
six. We worked into the States, South
America, Africa, Japan and Europe, all
barefoot using a 4 element beam at 2300
feet on ZD8 and 1500 feet on ZD7K.
Kenwood equipment enables us to put up a
nice set up and great to use. Thank You
Kenwood UK.

Antennas

Richard GW4BVJ brought his own Force12
Tribander 10-15-20, which would also work
on the WARC bands. A great bit of kit
mounted on a 20 foot pole with "Armstrong rotation".
Doug GOWMW took his fantastic GAP
Titan for 40 to 10 plus WARC. It worked
well to the far corners of the world. We got
constant reports of 59-plus.

Specialist Gear and Software

On the specialist equipment side, Ron Stone
at Vine Antenna Products gave of his time
and expertise in antennas and amps. He also
supplied us with the new Acorn Amp, serial
number 0001. Yes, the first into the UK and
then straight out to ZD7/8K (it's so good,
Doug GOWMW purchased it).

Glyn GWOANA had his trusty Butternut
HF2V for 40-80 and gave a lot of stateside
guys these bands for a new one. I enjoyed
the challenge of getting into the west coast
of the States on 40 SSB split calling 7.045
listening 7.135 and above. Stateside on 40
SSB are out of band for most of EU working
so these guys get forgotten. Giving them
ZD7K/ZD8K on LF working split was so
enjoyable. I also used the R7000 with great
success on 12 and 17 when Richard went on
40 CW.

Chris of Sandpiper Communications,
"Antenna Technology and Design" here in
Wales kindly donated the 6m antenna, along
with technical support.
This was followed by Dave G1LBE of
Radioworld in the Midlands whose
generous support with coax cable was very
much appreciated. (Check out his

But the ultimate antenna gun in our arsenal
was Doug's GOWMW topband "Dragon
Special". This monster vertical of around
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Computers

8511 (25m) was built specially for the
expedition. Doug made it from fibreglass
fishing poles coupled to 2inch aluminium 5
sectioned tubular mast with the final
radiating section of 130 feet being a very
nice piece of silver wire. The matching
network at the base was a superb piece of
design and construction. Soldering in-situ
and making all those capacitors and tuning
coils fit into the 2inch fibreglass tube
making up the base of the antenna to
resonate was a work of art.

Like all expeditions now computers have
found their way into the kit and ours was no
exception. We took 5 of them, all laptops.
They ranged from the top of the range
Pentium 3 to the humble 486. We used them
for station logging, Morse keying, e-mailing
our logs to our pilot GMOAXY to update the
web page logs and last but not least for
RTTY, SSTV and PS K3 I .

Web Page www.dxpedition.co.uk
The team discussed the possibility of having
a web page and Richard agreed to set one
up. He then went after a unique domain
name and was lucky in securing dxpedition
.co.uk Once Richard had launched the
DXpedition web page the enthusiasm for the
ZD7/ZD8K DXpedition took off with lots of
people around the world asking us for skeds.
This site also gave us some sort of
credibility which in turn attracted more
support. Richard quickly updated the web
page as the list of sponsors grew and with
each new offer of support and
encouragement the team felt we were
joining an exclusive club of
"DXpeditioners"

One further great idea was the radials
around the base, all 180 of them. Doug had
them all come together into 6 computer x 25
pin serial male plugs and these were
soldered to copper braid tails into 25 pin
female plugs each one bolted together and
the braid tails attached to the earth point. It
was so simple and made the setting of the
radials very easy as all you did was join up
the computer M/F plugs. The next step was
running out a very long Beverage for
topband receive. Once we had done that we
were ready to do battle on the Ether and
give the deserving that new one on 160.
Richard GW4BVJ spent hours listening for
the West coast of USA on Top Band trying
to beat the tropical static crashes - more on
this later.

Team Assemble at Brize Norton
On Monday 19th March our intrepid bunch
of travellers gathered at RAF Brize Norton,
in the Oxfordshire countryside waiting to
board an RAF VCIO en-route to Ascension
Island. The snow was blowing around us as
we all thought of our forthcoming adventure
in the south Atlantic sunshine. Around
1 1pm we boarded the plane and not long
after we were heading up above the snow
clouds heading south. Like all long haul
flights you either eat, drink then watch an in
flight movie, this one was no exception.
Then I dozed off for a couple of hours and
on looking out of the window saw a
beautiful sunrise.

Doug (GOWMW@arrl.net ) will gladly give
you more info on the "Dragon Special"
which, in our opinion, worked as well as the
"Battle Creek Special".

Amps
We took 3 Acorn 1000 amplifiers, supplied
by Ron Stone at Vine Antenna Products (see
his web site www.vinecom.co.uk ). They
worked perfectly from topband to 6m and
ran cool even with temperatures in our
shack pushing 35C.
We also had a good old Yaesu FL2100Z in
reserve but did not have to use it.
Rich, GW4BVJ was happy to use his TenTee 500 amp on CW. This little amp also
went on and on for ever, as Rich pounded
his key giving ZD7/ZD8 to the world.

Not long after the stewardess brought us
breakfast. I noticed Richard was looking a
little uncomfortable; he had a cold and was
experiencing an earache due to his inability
to compensate for pressure. I hoped he

is

Computer Monitor EMC
Phil Catterall, G4OBK
Since installing a PC in my shack in 1991 1
have found that my monitor radiates
significant RF interference into my HF
antennae. The usual, but often impractical,
piece of advice is to move the antenna
further away from the source of interference
— the shack. However, even with antennae
as far as I OOft away the problem still arises.
I have found that virtually all conventional
computer monitors that use switched mode
power supplies will radiate harmonics at
between 30 and 50kHz intervals throughout
the HF spectrum. The radiation eases above
30MHz. Over the years the only "clean"
monitor I've had was an old Phillips VGA
model that I sold in 1998 to Bill Hawthorn
G3MCS. I've used the following makes of
15 inch SVGA monitors with similar
results: AOC, IBM, COMPAQ, MAG,
PHILLIPS and GOLDSTAR. Most of these
monitors were TC095, TCO99 and MPRII
compliant, but this didn't make one iota of
difference. There are several recommended
fixes to prevent a monitor radiating, most of
them work to some extent, some of them
make matters worse! Ferrites on both ends
of mains leads and on graphics leads,
earthing the monitor chassis to your station
earth, removing the monitor from its case
and treating the inside of the case to a coat
of electro-conductive paint before earthing
it are examples. You can also try covering
the outside of the case, where there are no
vents, with foil and then earthing it. All
these potential fixes were tried over the
years with little success. The sure fix is to
switch the monitor off when the signal of
interest happens to be centred on one of the
sproggies. As I became interested in RTTY
and Data this option was a non-starter as it
is impossible to hold a QSO without the
monitor being turned on. Another dodge is
to alter the refresh rate of the monitor in
windows by going into —

rate you will find that the interference can
be moved around the band and the distance
in frequency between sproggies can be
changed.
It's a fact that laptops radiate very little —
that was one option but due to the cost, lack
of sufficient comets ports and user comfort I
ruled this out.
Tired of shooting myself in the foot I
decided this year to sort the problem out
once and for all. I did a straw poll on the
Packet Cluster. The only monitor that was
reported "clean" was the Sony Trinitron. So
I purchased one last month from PC World
— the A200 17 inch Sony, on offer at £199.
THIS MONITOR RADIATED MORE
INTERFERENCE THAN ANY I HAVE
PREVIOUSLY USED! (Maybe older
models were better.) With my HF beam
100ft away from the shack I was picking up
between S4 and S7 of noise at 40-50kHz
intervals throughout HF. The problem was
at its worst on 24/28MHz. In desperation 1
returned the monitor to PC World and
looked for an alternative. Under their
returns procedure any item can be returned
within 14 days for an exchange or refund
without giving a reason. I opted to
exchange the Sony for a Mitac LCD TFT
15" EX 15 model. This unit comes complete
with an external 12v 4A switched mode
PSU (not the "wall wart" type but with
input/output fly leads). It also has built in
speakers for audio from the soundcard. Not
only is the screen clarity far superior and
sharper than any SVGA monitor I have
seen, there is no radiation anywhere to be
found! Incidentally, the cost of ordering the
monitor on the Internet was £299, however,
if purchased in store the cost was £349.
If you don't go down the LCD route and
want to reduce the amount of RFI emissions
from your existing monitor I would refer
you to The RSGB Guide to EMC, Appendix
6 by G3JWI.

Control panel>settings>display>settings>
refresh frequency. By altering the refresh
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quite convincing. Operationally I always
feel one of the best tests is how an antenna
performs in cracking pile-ups! In that
respect on 10m and 15m it is very effective
especially as I normally run only 150W. 1
can't really say yet how good it is on 20m as
I have not used the antenna seriously on that
band so far.

As one would expect in a 2ele beam the
forward lobe is quite wide, my quad was
similar. I would estimate it to be about 70 to
80 degrees, the front to back appears to be
about 10 to 12dB on 10 and 15m, which
would be to specification, however 1 found
the 20m FIB was also about 12dB not the
22dB claimed. However accurate
measurements of such things are not easy to
make.

The fact that my antenna ended up being set
to slightly different dimensions from the
manual is not all that surprising. Individual
specimens of the antenna are bound to have
slight differences and more importantly the
actual site installation has an effect. So don't
assume my settings will suit your
installation! If your mast is not easily raised
and lowered, then measure your swr settings
with the mast tilted over as I have describe,
so that the reflector is 3m or 12ft from
ground. The figures I found for the
frequency change from lowered to raised
should be of use for estimating the SWR
minimum frequencies when raised.

The nulls off the side on 10, 15 and 20m
appeared to be about the 25dB specified.
The review by G3SJX, Peter Hart in the
RSGB RadCom mentions that he found
almost no nulls off the end of the WARC
band dipole. I did not find this to be the
case, the figure for the WARC bands was
the same as the others. However Peter did
have the antenna at only 20ft, if I remember
correctly? Perhaps that had an effect? I
could discern no significant front to back on
the WARC dipole, which of course is to be
expected. At times the WARC performance
on 18MHz in particular surprises me, it
quite frequently outperforms my 14511
doublet, it is obviously filling in some nulls
on the doublet radiation pattern, which is
very useful.

Am I happy with my purchase?
well yes
1 am actually. Although I may sound a bit
critical at some points in this review, I think
it is necessary to remember that this beam is
actually very reasonably priced. (I
purchased mine in the U.K. from Waters
and Stanton) It is not really fair to pay a low
price and then criticise using the higher
standards that would normally be associated
with a beam at twice the price!

I would agree with Peter's comment about
the 10m performance, the MA5B does seem
to perform very well on that band. The
reasonably wide bandwidth is also quite
pleasing as I don't like fiddling about with
matching when changing frequency within a
band, as I stated this is really only necessary
on a small section of 20m, or a very small
part of 15m if you're fussy!

For the ham who does not have the financial
resources or the space for a full size beam, it
is an effective solution which performs well.
It is very well constructed mechanically, but
could do with some quality control in that
matching unit! Should you decide to install
an MASS 1 would be most interested to
compare notes.

As I stated earlier it is notoriously difficult
to make antenna measurements, especially
in an amateur back garden set-up. However
the described checks against my doublet, the
antenna modelling and the 10m
comparisons with my homebrew quad are

73 Alex G3ZBE.

found our gear, all half a ton of it, waiting to
be unloaded. The packing cases had even
been covered with plastic sheeting to protect
the electronic gear from tropical rainstorms.
That dynamic duo of Johnny and Lenny had
brought it all up for us a couple of days
before. Those two Johnnies are great guys
endowed with the true spirit of ham radio.

would be able to clear his ears for the
descent but this was not to be and poor
Richard suffered a major embolism of his
ear drum as the plane came in to land at
Ascension Island. His burst ear drum caused
him to go deaf and suffer intense pain for
the best part of the expedition.
He has our admiration for his dedication of
purpose in not giving up the CW. His totally
focused approach, buoyed up with
painkillers enabled him to operate CW on
ZD8 whereas a lesser mortal would have
pulled the plug.

(Author's note) The team would also like to

say at this juncture how indebted we all are
to the management and staff of Ascension
Island Services for allowing us to use "their
cottage" as a radio shack for the duration of
our stay. This wonderful gesture was typical
of the hospitality shown to us by the
"Saints" as St. Helenians are called.

ZD8 Land
The door opened and the heat just blasted
into the plane, yes we were in Ascension
Island, only 8 hours flying from the snows
of UK. It felt great. When all the
immigration formalities were through, we
cleared the terminal and our friends were
there waiting to greet us - Johnny Clingham
ZD8KW and Lenny Duncan ZD8LJD with
big smiles ear to ear. Then we loaded our
luggage into Johnnie's big 4x4 Shogun and
Lenny's truck and off to our very nice beach
bungalows in Georgetown.

Field Day
After a snack we all set-to and unpacked the
3 very large packing cases full of gear. The
first coffin shaped crate was the antenna
one. Out they came in perfect condition,
thanks to our load master Doug. Then it was
all hands on deck and the team started on
our antenna farm. The Force 12 went up
followed by the Gap Titan.
A tea break was called around 1400 as the
heat was getting to us all; 36C and Doug
needed a fag, hi. After that the Colossus, our
"Dragon Special", was pulled out of the
crate. Doug had worked out the guy rope
positions, put in the pegs and we started to
send the Top Band antenna aloft. With the
antenna leaning into the wind and the guys
taking the strain we slowly edged it higher
and higher until the last section was in and
the guys made fast. Yes all 75 feet of it in
the air first time with no mishaps. We then
set out the radial web around the base and
felt a smug sense of pride as this little band
of DXers had nearly achieved what we had
planned, ZD8K on Top Band LF.

After a coffee and rag chew we went off to
the authorities to get our licence (ZD8K).
This had previously been arranged by
Johnny ZD8KW so it was a breeze. We
picked up a hire car and stopped at the local
store for provisions before heading up the
mountain road to our radio QTH "Garden
Cottage" on top of "Green Mountain".
The DXer's Dream QTH

This mountain is 2800ft (859m) high and
we had our shack on top but the road from
Georgetown to the summit of Green
Mountain is not for the faint-hearted. It has
more bends than a corkscrew without too
many crash barriers to stop you diving into
the South Atlantic. This road seems to go up
and up for ever with a hard left or right
every 10 metres or so. Am I glad Doug
drives well because I did not care to swim
with sharks.

But that would have to wait a little longer.
We still had hundreds of feet of coax to run
out and PL259 plugs to put on plus a couple
more antennas to build, not to mention 4
stations to install. Life is fun is it not, but
first another cup of tea is a must to put the
sweat back.

Once at the top we relaxed at last until we
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amazing colour from black through red and
greys to yellow. The enormous piles of
volcanic ash clinker and pumice rock are an
awesome sight and something I will never
forget. Up the mountain road again but in
daylight it was much better, in fact it was
most enjoyable.

Station leader calls time and its back out
into the blazing sun and toil. The R7000
goes up followed by the Butternut 11F2V.
Now we have the 6m beam which Keith
puts together in no time at all. The coax
rolls out like some military manoeuvre and
with soldering irons at the ready Keith and I
plug the ends and call supper time. Due to
lack of water and sanitation problems we
are not allowed to stay in "Garden Cottage"
but must stay in town at Georgetown.

height advantage. Measurement of antenna
gain is notoriously difficult, however I had a
yardstick for comparison with the MA5B in
that I also have a 145ft doublet at 45 ft
which happens to have a very good lobe to
South America on 10m.

Results of the changes: The approximate
SWR minimum frequency by band is now:10m 28.300MHz.
12m 24.875MHz
15m 21.200MHz

Tests on a number of stations over a period
of time established that the quad had a small
but consistent gain over the doublet in that
direction. Computer modelling using
EZNEC had suggested the doublet had a
gain of II dBi and the quad had 12.2dBi at a
take-off angle of 19 deg. The MA5B
computer model showed an advantage of
about 1dB over the quad, 13.2dBi at 14 deg
take-off angle. This is due to the height
advantage.

17m 18.095MHz
Soon the antenna farm was complete and it
was all inside work now. This entailed
setting up the 4 stations. We set up the two
FIF rigs in separate rooms to give as much
separation as we could. The data station was
in the middle alongside the 6m station. We
put Dunestar filters on the rigs and they
proved to be successful in keeping the
intermodulation interference at bay.

Mountain Rally
Doug takes us on the ride of our life as we
go back down the mountain dropping 2800
feet (859 metres) as you slip and slide on
volcanic dust and grit around hairpins in the
pitch darkness heading back to our
bungalow in Georgetown and food at last.
Doug drove us safely but, like us, he was
very scared coming down the mountain in
the dark and we were all very relieved when
we reached our bungalow. (Thanks Doug
the beers are on us)

Richard GW4BVJ was on air first with his
Morse key pounding and very soon the pile
ups built up which was music to our ears.
All except poor Richard's as, by now, he
had gone totally deaf in one ear and was in
constant pain which worried us all. But
Richard just took more painkillers and
carried on. The volume from the side-tone
was a bit intense but that was the only way
Richard could copy the CW. How Sherri his
YL suffered listening to Dah Di Da Dit DA
DA Di DA de ZD8K screeching out of the
speaker at full volume but she did so
without a moan, bless her.

A quick vote and we decide to go to the US
base and have a beer and US burger. Those
real US beef half-pounders straight from
Texas were delicious, as was that cold Bud
beer. After a couple of very pleasant hours
with our ZD8 friends we called it a night. A
very long day, but a wonderful one.

Doug GOWMW went on SSB followed by
Keith on 6m. I went on RTTY but alas
Murphy struck and I could not get data from
the sound card after the 2nd QSO. I had
blown the card. So it was back to the backup
computer and a keyboard borrowed from
Johnny and I was at last QRV on RTTY.
The joy of 4 stations working the pile-ups
was great.

ZD8K on Air
We all got up bright and early as the local
Mynah birds with their raucous chatter
called the tune in these climes - if I am up
so are you, hi. Doug and I had a cuppa on
the veranda around 7am, the sweat was
dripping from us. Around 7.30 Johnny and
Lenny looked in to see if we needed
anything before they went off to work,
seeing the two of us melting in the heat they
laughed so heartily it set the flavour of the
day. Once we had had breakfast it was off to
the local shop for food stores then up the
mountain to build the station and get ZD8K
on air.

Albeit 6m only opened now and again. So
the team worked all day and as night closed
in we had to go back down the mountain.
But Richard agreed to work through the
night and we would relieve him in the
morning. This was the pattern that evolved
for most of the time on ZD8.

That morning we all took in the savage
beauty of Ascension Island. With giant
volcanic craters all around you, each one an

Contest
Due to the delay in the arrival of our ship
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20m I 4.100MHz
I say approximate because the SWR curve is
quite flat near the minimum on most bands,
this can make it difficult to be exact, it
becomes a bit academic anyway!
Note that it has been possible to get the 15m
SWR bandwidth close to an acceptable level
across the whole band. This means that the
only band requiring the use of an antenna
matching unit is 20m and even here the
195kHz 2:1 bandwidth is considerably
better than the 90kHz Cushcraft
specification!

This was confirmed in a comparison with
my doublet, it was just possible to be sure
that the MA5B did give marginally stronger
signals than the quad; I would estimate it at
about 1dB. I was pleasantly surprised at
this, as I had fully expected to lose out on
10m compared to my quad. It looks like the
gain in my MA5B installation on 10m is
about 13dBi at a 14 degree take off angle.
This is a good illustration of the fact that, if
you can get a smaller antenna higher, then
you may actually get a better low angle
performance than a bigger, higher gain
antenna, which you have to mount lower
down. It is well worth remembering that the
angle of maximum radiation of a horizontal
antenna is almost completely dependent on
height!

Since I have had the antenna up and down
several times I checked the change in SWR
from the raised to lowered position. I tilted
my mast over until the reflector was 3
metres from the ground with the beam
pointing almost vertically upwards. I then
measured the change in the SWR-minimum
value and frequency. I thought this might be
useful to others installing the MA5B
The reduction in the SWR minimum
frequencies, with the mast lowered were as
follows:10m — 45kHz, 12m — 37kHz, 15m — 23kHz,
17m — 18kHz, 20m — 12kHz.

Conclusions:
It is worth mentioning here, that if you want
to understand what can be reasonably be
expected from a 2 element Yagi, you would
do well to look at "What can we expect
from a 2 element beam" on W4RNL's web
site. He uses a 10m 2 element as an
example. There is a lot of detailed
information but generally it shows you will
do well to get more than 10dB front to back
and 5 or 6dB forward gain (in free space).
So the Cushcraft specs look entirely
reasonable, especially for a multiband
antenna.

The difference was a good deal less than I
expected, the SWR curve became broader
presumably because the Q was lowered due
to the proximity of the ground. In my case it
was also about 2 metres from some
vegetation when lowered.

Comparisons between the MA5B and
my homebrew 10m quad
The 10m quad which I had been using was a
very good performer, however note that the
quad was mounted at a centre height of 24ft
and the MA5B was at 33ft, so it has a 33%
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On 12m the SWR was 1.35:1 across the whole band 24.890 - 24.990MHz.

So what to adjust? Well 1 reasoned that on
the 2ele, lengthening the centre section of
the reflector and director would affect 10,
15 and 20m. Adjusting the"A" and "B"
dimensions of the reflector and director
should only affect 20m. This proved to be
correct.

RMS St. Helena to take us to St Helena, we
were on the island for the CQWW contest.
So we put in a showing as Multi-Ops from
ZD8K. I guess we did reasonably well as we
were constantly being called and told thanks
for the new multiplier. We had not planned
to enter the contest as we were originally
due to sail that weekend but the delay gave
us the chance. It was better to be in the
contest the just calling CQ as we had more
fun and gave a lot of points to the guys. I bet
we won this for ZD8, hi hi.

I made the following adjustments to the
reflector and director of the 2ele beam:

500 year anniversary of the
Discovery of Ascension

1. lengthened the centre section by 0.5
inches each side (reduce the insertion
depth from 4 inches to 3.5 inches.

We had one fantastic party on
"Quincentenary Day" this being 500 years
to the day of discovering Ascension Island
in March 1501. On this momentous
occasion everyone on the island was in
carnival mood and all going to the big party
being held at Two Boats. Johnny Clingham
invited us to join him for the fun and games.

The 10m SWR bandwidth is excellent but
note that 21MHz and especially 14MHz do
not produce a "modern transceiver friendly"
SWR over the whole band. Most
transceivers will start to reduce power at 2:1
or even less. This narrower SWR bandwidth
is the inevitable consequence of the element
loading and all minibeams suffer from this.
The 20m elements are the heaviest loaded
so 20m will have the narrowest SWR curve.
However, note that the SWR bandwidth is
considerably better than the Cushcraft
specifications on all bands!

turned out to be true. The 18MHz band
SWR seemed to suggest that the SWR
minimum frequency was a bit high as well.

Although these readings were perfectly
acceptable I felt that I would like the
21MHz SWR minimum frequency lower
down towards the CW end, it looked like it
might be possible to get the SWR
acceptable across the whole 15m band. This
would mean that the ASTU would only be
necessary on 14MHz. It seemed to me that
small adjustments to the 1 8/24MHz dipole
section should not affect the 14/21/28MHz
2ele beam section. My computer model
seemed to confirm this and in practice this

2. Increased the 14MHz "A" and "B"
dimension to 9.3 inches.
The centre section of the WARC band
dipole was lengthened by 0.5 inches each
side, i.e. a total of 1 inch overall.
These alterations
Final measurements
produced the following figures:-

10m:

SWR

15m:

SWR

20m:-

SWR

17m:-

SWR

12m:-

SWR

28.000
28.100
28.200
28.300
28.400
28.500
28.600
28.700
28.800
28.900
29.000
29.100
29.200
29.300
29.400
29.500
29.600
29.700

1.3:1
1.11
1.0:1
1.0:1
1.0:1
1.1:1
1.18:1
1.28:1
1.36:1
1.44:1
1.5:1
1.6:1
1.75:1
1.8:1
1.9:1
1.95:1
2.0:1
2.0:1.

21.000
21.050
21.100
21.150
21.200
21.250
21.300
21.350
21.400
21.450

1.75:1
1.4:1
1.12:1
1.0:1
1.0:1
1.01:1
1.15:1
1.35:1
1.6:1
1.9:1.

14.000
14.040
14.050
14.100
14.150
14.200
14.235
14.250
14.285

3.2:1
2.0:1
1.8:1
1.05:1
1.1:1
1.5:1
2.0:1
2.3:1
3.0:1.

18.050
18.060
18.070
18.080
18.090
18.100
18.110
18.120
18.130
18.140
18.150
18.160
18.170

1.1:1
1.08:1
1.05:1
1.01:1
1.0:1
1.0:1
1.0: 1
1.0: 1
1.0: 1
1.03:1
1.06:1
1.1: 1
1.12:1.

24.750
24.800
24.850
24.900
24.950
25.000

1.5:1
1.48:1
1.4:1
1.4:1
1.41:1
1.42:1.

we had a QRM problem in the afternoon
around 1600. Richard's first thought was,
"has the selectivity control gone QRT in the
rig" because he was getting 59 plus of
muffled audio across the bands then, when
the guy gave the football results, we guessed
it was coming from the BBC World Service
Transmitters. They are 2800 feet below us
and over 4 miles away but with 250
Kilowatts I guess beaming towards us they
overloaded our front end a bit. But it only
lasted for 30 minutes and then cleared up. It
was the last bit of QRM that affected us.
Ken our pilot e-mailed us with requests and
skeds for Top Band and Richard did his best
to co-operate but what with his hearing
problems and the extremely high static
levels he was finding it hard going. Then
conditions for Richard were made better
with the static dropping and he started to log
Top Band DX on CW the first being
OH7MS followed by VE3ZI, VOINA and
then W8J1, with G3SNN soon after. Richard
became ecstatic - he had worked W6UB in
California, West Coast USA on Top Band.
All our hard work had been vindicated; the
crew had made it to the West Coast USA on
160m, funny thing as at that moment
Richard felt no pain, powerful stuff
adrenaline.

What a night it turned out to be. There was
Johnny running the Karaoke, with every one
dancing and singing the night away washed
down with the odd glass of cold beer or rum
and coke. Yes it was a fantastic night for all.
Despite all this jollification, Richard did not
let the deserving down as he stayed at his
post throughout the night and gave ZD8K to
the multitude; I think he was the only sober
person on the island.

Well, with the Top Band antenna's
capabilities proved, Doug felt better, now it
was down to me to get our next objective
the "first SSTV from ZD8K."

Sadly the evening or should I say early
morning saw the activities wind down and
the happy bands of revellers made their way
home. For the ZD8K crew it was an
amazing feeling both of pride and of being
part of history knowing that the team had
had the privilege to be welcomed into the
Ascension community and had been part of
the Five Hundred Year discovery
celebrations, yes Amateur Radio certainly
has its pleasures in many ways.

SSTV from ZD8K
With great excitement and trepidation I
called CQ SSTV de ZD8K, as far as we are
aware this would be the first DXpedition to
this island using SSTV. So on Monday the
26th March at 1635 I called CQ SSTV on
10m and Danny ON4VT came back to my
call and he sent me a very nice picture. I in
turn sent him one of the main volcano on
the island. Danny received my picture in
Belgium perfectly 595. There was not a
blemish on the picture. He was so impressed
he put it on his web page as the best DX
SSTV of the month. By now the Cluster had
reported our SSTV activity and I made

Back to the Salt Mine
By now we are heavy into the ZD8K pile
ups with good openings to the USA and
Japan with Europe coming in 59 plus. But
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numerous QSOs with G3SZS, JAOSC,
F8APM, SP4KM, SM5EEP and ON7GB to
name but a few. So yet another goal of our
expedition had been achieved, SSTV from
ZD8 land.

our way out to the RMS St Helena awaiting
us at anchor in the bay.
Once on board we found our cabins and our
luggage was soon stowed away. We
returned up on deck and with the ship's
hooters blasting we set sail for ZD7. As we
sailed out of the bay we gave a wave to our
friends ashore, looking up just in time to see
a pod of dolphins join our ship to escort us
out to sea. This made a beautiful sight as we
sailed along the coast past the BBC World
Service Transmitting Station towards Boson
Bird Island and the open Southern Atlantic.

Wildlife and Photographs
One other highlight of the trip was the
chance to film and photograph the beautiful
island and to capture the wildlife on film.
The most interesting for me was the nighttime safari to see the Brazilian Green
Turtles coming ashore to lay their eggs in
the sand. These amazing creatures swim
6,000 miles plus across the Southern
Atlantic to a small sandy beach to lay eggs.
I saw at least 10 of them coming ashore and
watched in wonderment as they laid their
eggs before finally crawling slowly back to
the ocean.

We soon left the island in our wake and
headed into the sunset on our way south.
Very soon we all retired to the sundeck to
enjoy a 3 day cruise in these warm and
balmy climes, yes DXing has its hard parts
as well, next stop ZD7K.

I saw dolphins, and basking sharks
swimming by the island and the wild
donkeys left to roam after the marines left
around 100 years ago, but they have fared
well and are breeding and living their own
lives. Ascension is so beautiful in a raw and
savage way, it was a pleasure to have been
there, seen it and operated radio from there.

Stats for ZDSK

Farewell ZD8K
All good things must come to an end. Soon
we had to break down the station and sail
off to our next adventure to the island of St
Helena. Before we left we had dinner at the
famous "Volcano Club", drank a few iced
beers, reminisced on the DXpedition so far
and got stuck into some king size T-bone
steaks.

CW

3350

RTTY

547

PSK

5

SSTV

24

SSB

4855

DXCC

114

were too short to tie-wrap them to the boom
in the manner suggested in the manual. I
thought perhaps I had the element spacing
wrong, but on checking I found it was
correct.

2 element trapped and capacity loaded beam
on 14, 21 and 28MHz consisting of a driven
element and reflector, the centre element is
a trapped/capacity loaded dipole for 18 and
24MHz. The matching box construction
simply connects the two driven elements via
two short lengths of coax which are
connected in parallel and joined to a further
length of what appears to be about 8 turns of
50 ohm(?) teflon coax wound around three
stacked ferrite rings, presumably to act as a
choke balun? The antenna needs only one
feeder for all five bands.

Initial SWR measurements
With the beam set to the dimensions
recommended in the manual. I initially
opted for the SSB settings for 20m. The
antenna was mounted at 33ft above ground.
I made some adjustments later to the length
of the elements on this antenna to get it
exactly as I wanted it, but these were quite
small. It is fair to say that you could
probably set the measurements as per the
manual and get satisfactory SWR figures on
all five bands without further adjustments.

The manual is excellent. I found only one
small error in that the EB elements' diameter
is wrong in the parts list, it is listed as 1 7/8
when it is actually one inch. If you follow
the assembly instructions in the manual you
should have no problems. I did find it
necessary to put a small self-tapping screw
into the boom to secure the telescoping
sections BA and BB at the end nearest to the
reflector. 1 found the reflector could rotate
out of line in a strong wind but I did not feel
I could tighten the worm drive clamp
enough without risking stripping it.

I have a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with
graphs of all the swr measurements I made
with the initial and final settings of the
antenna. This can be downloaded from my
Web page (www.g3zbe.freeserve.co.uk ). If
you have problems downloading or viewing
this spreadsheet, right click and select "Save
target as" or "Save link as" to download it to
your preferred folder on your disk.

There were no missing parts but there are no
extras either so take precautions against
losing small parts, especially the capacity
hat fixing nuts and washers. It is very easy
to lose them in the grass! I also found the
matching box to driven element coax leads

10m:-

SWR

15m:-

I first raised the antenna with the settings as
per the manual and the I 4MHz "chart A"
option = 8". All measurements were made
using a 33ft RG8 coax feeder. The SWRs
were as follows:

SWR

17m:-

SWR

20m:-

SWR

1.3:1
1.2:1
1.16:1
1.1:1
1.08:1
1.05:1
1.02
1.0:1
I.0:1

14.140
14170
14.200
4250
14.270
14.300
14.330

2.0:1
1.35:1
1.0:1
1.1:1
1.2:1
1.5:1
2.0:1.

1.0:1.

1.5:1
1.05:1
1.35:1
21.400

21.000
21.100
21.200
21.300
1.45:1

2.5:1
1.5:1
1.1:1
1.1:1
18.160

18.068
18.080
18.090
18.100
18.110
18.120
18.130
18.140
18.150
1.0:1

1.85:1.

21.500

1.75:1.

18.168

CHILTERN DX CLUB
The UK. DX froundahon

Sailing to ZD7 Land
Then early next morning we sadly broke the
station down packed up all the gear and,
with the help of the "Two Johnnies",
brought all the gear off the mountain ready
for shipment on the RMS St. Helena.

28.000
28.300
28.800
29.000
1.5:1
29.700

The crated gear was then hoisted into a
barge and towed out to the ship as we said
our goodbyes to our friends on Ascension
Island. Then it was our turn to follow so off
down the steps and into the launch we made
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proceedings was Onda, IK4SDY, President
of FGM club, a charming lady whose very
first DX QSO, as it turned out, was with
ZD9SXW!

answered. I said that I could only comment
about CW pile-ups and I thought that
operating was gradually improving over the
years but that problems tend to come more
from the Mediterranean area than from other
parts of the world.

I much enjoyed the trip and am very grateful
for the hospitality. Each DX meeting in each
country has its own distinctive flavour and it
is always good to swap notes with different
folks. I was asked directly - in open session
- what did I think about the operating
standards of Italian DXers in the pile-ups.
There was a titter around the room before I

The audience seemed to agree.
We thoroughly enjoy our RSGB HF
Convention in Windsor each year and it's
great to also attend similar meetings in other
countries to make new friends and, in this
case, to down plenty of Italian wine!

CushCraft MA5B
A personal review by G3ZBE

I was not happy with the fact that the single
tag connecting the feeder coax outer was
bolted through the plastic box. This depends
on the plastic, which is sandwiched by the
nut and bolt, resisting compression with
time and temperature variation. This may
explain why the tag came loose. I took the
opportunity to replace the 50239 socket
with another one which had been modified
by tapping two of the fixing holes, I could
then screw two 4mm bolts through the
flange so that the heads of the bolts were
tight against the flange. I also soldered the
heads to the flange. I fitted locknuts on each
of two tags inside the box, so that there was
no question of them coming loose. This may
seem a bit excessive, but bear in mind that
the antenna is rated at I.2kW, that equates
to about 5 amps of rf current into the 50
ohm coax connections.

(Note that I have no commercial interests or
connections with Amateur Radio, this is
purely a personal review of my own MA5B
installation G3ZBE)

When I was looking for an HF mini-beam, I
chose the MA5B largely on cost grounds,
plus the fact that it had the WARC bands as
well. I did not expect the Cushcraft to equal
the homebrew 10 metre quad which I had
been using. I did some tests, comparisons
and measurements which have proved to be
illuminating and sometimes surprising.
An initial problem

I have a weekly sked with a friend in
Scotland (John, GM4NHI) who purchased a
Cushcraft X7. John has been very pleased
with the performance of his X7, but he did
advise me to look inside the balun box
before I put my beam on the mast, as he had
found a connection problem in his balun. I
duly dismantled the MA5B matching box
and had a look; it was very good advice!
The build quality was unacceptable, a
quantity of braid clippings plus a lcm
length of coax inner wire fell out. The coax
shield connecting tag was loose and the
quality of soldering was poor. This was all
the more surprising because the mechanical
construction quality of the beam is excellent
but in my beam it was badly let down by
this poor electrical assembly work!

With hindsight it might have been better to
refit the 50239 socket with the flange inside
the box. It would then have been possible to
solder a connection directly to the flange. It
might be better still if it was an aluminium
diecast box instead of plastic? Unless the
metal would upset the matching function?
Although I can't see why?
Assembling the antenna

The first thing to appreciate is that this is
NOT a conventional 3 element beam. It is a
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ZD7K St Helena
Sitting in a comfortable sun-lounger sipping
a cold beer on the promenade deck of the
RMS St. Helena, and gently rocking to the
motion of the ship as she headed south to St.
Helena. I looked astern as the island of
Ascension slowly faded away in the
distance and reflected on the wonderful
experiences the team and I had had on the
first part of this "Double DXpedition".
From the warm welcome from the locals,
through the chaos of the "Pileups" and
highlights like first SSTV from ZD8, DXCC
made and ending with lasting memories of
"Green Turtles" coming ashore to lay. Yes it
had been eventful and, with most of our
objectives met, we all felt very excited as
we sailed on to our next adventure.

forthcoming adventure on St. Helena.
Z07 arrival

It was a beautiful sunny day as the RMS St.
Helena slipped into Jamestown bay and
dropped anchor. We all lined the ship's rail
and watched as a flotilla of small craft
approached the ship to help offload cargo
and passengers. St. Helena is an amazing
place, being of volcanic origin, and as I
looked towards Jamestown nestling in the
fold of two large volcanic peaks I could see
the famous "Jacob's Ladder" whose 699
steps rise to 602 feet asl. I could not wait to
get ashore and see this beautiful island at
first hand, but first the normal embarkation
formalities had to be attended to.

Very soon we were called to our
debarkation point and, once onboard the
small boat, we chugged our way across the
bay to the island. The clear azure blue water
was full of fish and their myriad colours
amazed and delighted us as we crossed the
bay. Very soon we arrived at the quay and
had to get off the boat but this was harder
then we thought due to the heavy south
Atlantic swell. This caused the boat to ride
up and down about 2 metres but, with ropes
and the experience of the islanders, we were
soon ashore with no mishaps.

Cruising

The sea cruise was most enjoyable and we
would all like to thank Captain Smith, his
officers and crew for making our trip south
so pleasant. During the trip we took time to
analyse our effort on Ascension and plan
how best to improve our activities on St.
Helena. But still found time to enjoy the
various pleasures to be had on board like a
"Duty Free bar", warm water swimming
pool, cinema and library. Keith and I were
also given a guided tour of the engine room
by Kevin, the second engineer. It was very
interesting but, by heck, it was so hot
walking around the power plant. Being an
ex-Navy man I took time to visit the bridge
and spent a happy hour with the Mate, Mr
Rodney Young, just rag-chewing and
swapping sea yarns. Also the ship's
"Sparks" Mr John Morse for showing us
around the radio shack. (That's right Morse
is his real name.) But all good things must
end and our cruise soon passed.

Customs

Once ashore we were greeted by Bruce Salt
ZD7VC and his wife Charmaine, who had a
great big bunch of flowers for Sherri. While
the girls went off for a chat we made for the
customs shed to collect our 3 large boxes of
freight. The custom officials were very
helpful and, as they were expecting us, we
had a speedy clearance. I guess the Chief of
Customs being a radio ham helped, as she
understood the equipment and ancillary bits
and bobs, so there were no difficulties. Once
clear of customs, all our gear was loaded
onto a lorry which Bruce had arranged,
along with a hire car, and we all set off up
the mountain to our QTH.

After 3 days at sea the Captain announced
that he could see St. Helena just off the port
bow around 20 miles away. We all went up
on deck and looked at the silhouette of ZD7
on the horizon and our faces beamed in
smiles of joy as we each contemplated our
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QTH

we set off up the mountain again Bruce
ZD7VC invited us to his home for a cool
glass of lime. It was delicious, thanks Bruce.
ZD7VC's shack is a dream. He has a tower
at around 50 feet looking at the clear blue
southern Atlantic Ocean. He comes out of
his house and there is the ocean around
1,000 feet below him, yes a dream location.
Well, after a pleasant interlude with Bruce
we said our farewells and drove up the
mountain to do some antenna farming.

Due to the shortage of suitable
accommodation for 5 people and an antenna
farm we had to split our camp into two
teams. This comprised of Sherri, Richard
and 1 together at "Seaview Cottage" while
Keith and Doug would stay at "Sappers
Way cottage" just across the valley. This
splitting of our forces would cause a little
inconvenience, what with the difficult road
conditions in crossing the valley. In order to
maximise operating we split into two types
of operations. Richard would operate CW
and I would be on data-modes from "Sea
View cottage" with Doug and Keith
operating on SSB and 6m from Sapper Way.
We would keep in touch to let each other
know what bands we were operating on. It
was not the ideal situation but we made the
best of it and soon got used to this
arrangement.

Antenna Farm
As LF CW was going to be a priority on
ZD7 it was decided to erect Doug's
"Dragon Special", this being the 75foot
vertical, at "Seaview Cottage". The other
antennas were a Butternut for 40/80 and the
Cushcraft R7000, but after erecting these we
were getting short of real estate for the
beam. Then I had a brainwave. The
adjoining property was empty as the owner
was working on ZD8; I wondered we could
get permission to put the beam on this land.
A couple of phone calls and an e-mail to
Ascension and permission was granted.
What more can you say, "Saints" are
fantastic people, and aptly named. Once we
had the OK to proceed we erected Richard's
Forcel2 tribander on the lawn above our
bungalow. This location was brilliant as it
looked out to the south Atlantic and, being
high above us, caused us no interference.
Once the antenna farming was completed at
"Seaview", Doug and Keith went off in the
little car across to "Sapper Way" to put up
the "Gap Titan" vertical and the 4 element
beam for 6m. Bruce ZD7VC and Barrie
ZD7BG turned up to give us a hand
farming; thanks guys, your help was very
much appreciated.

Jamestown and ZD8K
Once we had sorted out our accommodation
it was down to Jamestown, the island's
capital, to collect our licence. The initial
formalities had been arranged by Bruce
ZD7VC. His efforts had helped greatly. But
as we wanted a callsign that all members
could use, I found this would take further
negotiations with the authorities. Once our
case had been explained, with the kind
assistance of Mr Kurt D.A. de Freitas
0.B.E., the Attorney General who signed
the licence, we were most graciously
granted the unique call ZD7K. (This was the
first single letter suffix ever given to a
DXpedition group - we felt honoured). The
team left the Attorney General's office
elated: - ZD7K would soon be radiating
around the globe.

EMC and TV1 cure

Stores Refreshments.

Once all the antennas were erected at both
places it was time for a meal and then it was
back to the grindstone putting the stations
together. Over our meal Bruce asked us if
we could help out with the TVI and EMC he
was suffering. Poor Bruce had tried
everything and a lot of people were giving
him a hard time, but most of all his lovely

Whilst in Jamestown we took the
opportunity to buy food stores and
refreshments. The island had a nice bakery
so we stocked up on fresh bread and a few
local specialities in the fancy cake line, hi.
By now the sun was high in the sky and the
temperature in the high eighties so before
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Operating from a
relatively remote spot is good fun. But QRP
is not going to get many replies, unless you
have the use of a really BIG antenna. Next
time I will rig the K2 to switch a linear
automatically and I may even take some
antenna hardware as well. The promised
100w PA for the K2 would be ideal. The K2
itself is an outstanding expedition radio. It is
small and very rugged; it came home in one
piece despite several near strikes by
lightning and I subsequently used it to work
both ZL7/G3SXW and ZL7/G3TXF
barefoot. Then I got TGOR for lOw DXCC

After thoughts.

QSL cards to arrive to sort them out.
Apologies also to Mr X on (I think) a hand
key who asked if I was an FOC member — I
thought he must be joking, so I flippantly
replied that I was in the Third Class
Operators Club. He seemed a little upset and
told me that was a very BAD joke — I later
discovered he is an FOC member. That's me
blackballed.
Time to play the joker. I had lost a day, but
my ticket was open-ended. I could shift the
return date at no charge, so I did just that.
Mindful of the likely panic back at the ranch
if I was not home when the Costa Concrete
party arrived back, I e-mailed my son and
asked him to cover for me and let them
know my return flight "might be delayed a
bit". I followed this up with another e-mail
announcing I might be home Saturday.
Bingo. Two more days in Jo'burg, a
splendid meal with a former colleague,
more time with Roy and of course, more
time on the air.

251.
But the real hero was Roy, ZS6QU, who

looked after me so well. His kindness made
the long trip worthwhile. That's amateur
radio at its best. Thanks, Roy. Next time I'll
bring my XYL so we do not need to do our
own cooking and can spend more time on
the air, or playing with antennas, or just
sitting around nattering.

DX with Pasta!
Roger Western, G3SXW, e-mail: g3sxw@compuserve.com
Every DX convention has its own flavour.
This one tasted of pasta with parmesan,
pizza and Frascati. Yes - Italy. In September
I was lucky enough to attend the Marconi
DX Convention in Bologna (but never did
taste their genuine spaghetti bolognaise!).
There are three Italian annual DX
conventions - this one in Bologna, one in
Sicily and one in central Italy.

Italy is split into ten regions each with its
own digit in the call-sign. Bologna is in the
number four region so many of the call-sign
badges belonged to well-known DXers like
I4EAT, I4LCK, IK4DCT. When they
finished the I call-sign block they moved to
IK and recently moved on to IZ. As at so
many meetings outside UK the average age
of attendees was younger than here.

The Marconi DX Club (IY4FGM) is
justifiably proud of its traditions. We met at
the Foundation Gugliemo Marconi, a
magnificent country-mansion, now the
Marconi museum. sporting a club-house
with five amateur stations ready for use,
with a big antenna installation. Some 150
DXers partook of presentations and
discussions Saturday afternoon and Sunday
morning but also spent a large proportion of
the weekend simply socialising - with all
that good food and wine!

DXpedition talks included K5K, 3V8DJ,
both with excellent videos and VK9CaL7
by yours truly. It was all in Italian, with my
bit being simultaneously translated by
I2MQP because not many l's speak English.
But after all 'pile-up' and 'DX' and
'propagation' are pretty similar in all
languages, no?! They also asked to see the
ZD9SXW video. Whilst the atmosphere was
all very laid-back, no-one quite exactly sure
when anything might happen, it all passed
off very smoothly. Our revered chairman of
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antenna repairs 1 was all set to take on the
world. Unfortunately the world was not
interested.

Was my beloved K2 now nuked ? Nope.
The K2 does not use flimsy PIN diodes like
Roy's Model X transceiver, currently
awaiting its third set of diodes. It survived
unscathed, thanks to the 1N4000-series
power diodes in the front end. Note: forget
the Model X for a DXpedition if there might
be lightning around.

Two problems. Firstly, nobody but nobody
beams south unless there is a Cluster spot.
Secondly, ZS6 is a LONG way from
anywhere. My signals were not, plainly not
knocking them dead anywhere outside
Jo'burg. The audio gain in the K2 had to be
almost full on, a sure sign of loss in the
antenna system compared with home. Then
of course there was competition in the shape
of 5R8HA, D2BB, V51AS, etc, as well as
ZL7/G3SXW and ZL7/G3TXF. Even less
reason to look for a weak signal from ZS6.

I had some excellent contacts with old
friends. My neighbour G3OAG did not
know about the trip, but managed to be the
first G. He was also the only G to find me
on 10m SSB — 99% of the entire operation
was CW. 10m was not very good, at least
for me. But I did work HSO/G3NOM
several times on 10m, both CW and SSB.
Ray had a tremendous signal into Jo'burg in
the late afternoons, but there was nothing
else from the Far East at that time. 12m
produced a crop of Europeans and a few
G's. 15m also worked quite well as did
17m. I had poor conditions to the US and to
Japan, which was disappointing, but this
was very much a social visit and my
operating times were probably not ideal for
W/JA.

The conditions were also pretty lousy. Time
for a fudge. Roy suggested I feed the K2
into his Ameritron 811A linear. More cable
rigging and at last I had 100-200 watts
output. But the beautiful silent QSK of the
K2 was now trashed by having to switch the
Ameritron in and out by hand. This was
almost certainly the primary cause of me
developing some most alarming symptoms
of numbness and pins and needles in the left
arm. Not for the medically nervous; time to
reach for the aspirins and hope it was not a
heart attack after all.

Most frustrating was copying ZL7/G3TXF
several times on both 17 and 30m but being
completely unable to crack the European
wall of sound. But Roger `SXW heard me
struggling through the European wall and
we made it on 20, for the first ZL7/G3SXW
to ZS QSO. Full marks, Roger, but you did
not hear me calling on 40 (no surprise.)

From there on it was downhill. The K2
worked like a dream, but my left arm did
not. I had to log, send and tune with one
hand. Severe auroral flutter made pile-ups a
nightmare in the evenings. I had to pick
stations alternately off the upper and lower
ends because the middle was a mass of
fluttering signals of almost equal strength.
There were also periodic attacks from
wideband commercial jamming stations,
source unknown, but extremely strong.
Being surrounded by electric fences was no
problem though; the K2 blanker took them
all out. Funny, I never thought that blanker
worked ...

Highlights ?? The ZL7 QSO obviously, but
what about KH6CC 589 on 30m, long path
over the N Pole and Europe, with absolutely
no European callers ? 3D2AG on 20m was
only S3 but replied to the first call. That was
a pleasant surprise, as was P29AM on 30m
one evening. How many UK stations made
it? I did try to pick up every G call I heard,
but there were not all that many. I also tried
to make sure that if I heard a call, I got it
logged correctly, even if it took several
attempts through other impatient callers.

But worst of all, there was the lightning.
The K2 suddenly started growling like a
mobile jamming station had arrived outside
the front door. The S meter pinned and the
RX went dead. I hastily unplugged the
antenna, drawing an arc and getting a shock.

Apologies if that made the QSO rate slower,
but there's no point in knocking off lots of
partial/garbled calls and then waiting for the
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and comparing it with our prediction charts.

XYL could not watch the "Soaps" if Bruce
was active so it was causing disharmony in
the household.

Sapper Way
Our other shack was now being operated by
Doug and Keith on SSB. They were active
LF to HF with openings on 6m. The lounge
area had been turned into a HF/LF shack,
with a small bedroom being the 6m station.
We had a link to each location by landline
and a dedicated 2m frequency. The
"Sappers" were in full swing when the
phone rang; it was a neighbour who was
getting "TVI". This lady who was an avid
golf fan was about to watch the "Pro Am"
golf tournament and "TVI" was spoiling her
evening. She asked if the guys could shut
down for a couple of hours. They agreed to
do so and also to go to her house in the
morning for tests and possible "TVI cure".

Bruce had asked for advice by e-mail, so we
were forearmed and had brought a range of
filters with us. It was agreed that a couple of
us would runs some tests and see what we
could do. Well, next day Doug and I went to
Bruce's QTH, checked out his station and
ran tests. One of Bruce's problems and his
neighbours are that the earth, being of
"Volcanic Clinker" and baked bone dry by
the blazing sun has bad earthing properties.
We first checked all his coax plugs and lines
and found them to be sound. We then fitted
a bandpass filter and braid-breaker to the
TV and transmitted. The look on Bruce's
face as the TV picture remained clear was a
joy to behold. He had a smile from ear to
ear. "Peace at last, eureka". That was his
house cleared so all that remained was to fit
a filter on his neighbour's TV and ZD7VC
would be able to continue his hobby in
peace. After a successful visit we toasted
our results in ice cold orange juice, said our
farewells and headed back to our respective
shacks to activate ZD7K in earnest.

The next morning armed with the filter kit
Doug and Keith ran the tests. A braidbreaker and a couple of ferrite rings cured
the problem and "Sapper Way" was soon
back on air. With all filters in place "Sapper
Way" station operated for the duration
without further problems. We found out
later the lady was the secretary to the "Chief
of Police" but she did not push that, much to
the relief of the team. Later that evening a
young lady knocked on their door with a
platter piled high with "Fresh Tuna Spicy
Fishcakes" for supper. This was a little
thank you to Doug and Keith for fixing the
TVI. The lads certainly enjoyed those
fantastic "Tuna Cakes", a speciality of ZD7
and yet another taste of "Saints Hospitality".
What a lovely bit of PR for "Ham Radio",
as the boys nipped the problem in the bud at
the first instance and did not let it fester.

ZD7K Pile ups
On my return to "Seaview" Richard was in
full flow on "CW". The pile-up was intense
and, as Richard was still suffering with
partial deafness, he had my admiration. I
listened to the rattle of the key and then slid
into my position at the "Data Station"
loaded the software, checked the frequency
and hit the key :- RYRYRYRYRYRYRY
DE ZD7K ZD7K AR K.
The return was instant and I began my stint
on RTTY. It was not long before I was
forced to operate split as the cacophony of
noise made it impossible to decode signals.
But the twin VFOs made it easy and the
QSOs rolled along at a hectic pace. I
worked my way through the pile-ups and, as
band conditions changed, so did I, going
from HF to LF and always checking for
openings. It was a very interesting and
fascinating experience and I learnt a lot
from studying the propagation in real time

Top Band
Richard was by now trying the "Dragon
Special" on "Top Band" and although he
was hearing stations the QRN was causing
problems with marginal signals. After
helpful discussions with Mike G3SED on
17m it was decided to put out a Beverage
receiving antenna. This wire of around 200
metres was run out down the mountain only
3 metres above ground. Once installed it
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transformed the band for Richard. The noise
dropped; this helped immensely as Richard
was still suffering with restricted hearing
due to the ruptured eardrum sustained in
ZD8. But he stuck to his task and, in fact,
set a target of 1,000 CW QSOs a day. At
sunset Richard was again at the keys tuning
topband. All was well, with OM2XW in the
log followed by KIFM, G3SNN, 4X4DK,
W8J1 just to name a few. Then, just as
Richard was trying to pull WING out,
disaster struck. There was a loud bang on
the metal roof! the band went dead; the
SWR went off the clock. Rushing outside,
we found the wind howling in the antenna
rigging, rain pouring and there on the floor
was our "Top Band" antenna in 3 pieces,
with guys and feeder in a mess. We looked
at each other with our hearts in our mouths,
160m was now QRT. As it was now around
2am local, we decided to leave it to daylight
to assess the damage fully, but first we
checked all the other antennas for security.
At first light Doug came over and examined
the antenna. It appeared that an iron stake
had pulled out of the soft earth in the storm,
causing the antenna to topple over, hitting
the iron roof on its way down. This impact
caused the fibre pole holding the radiator to
shatter. There was only one thing we could
do and that was to use my sea-fishing pole
as a splint. Doug pushed a section of fishing
rod up inside the fibre pole, then covered
the pole in electrical tape and put a rope
whipping around the lot. It made a very
strong repair and the "Top Band" was sent
aloft again much to everyone's relief. Now
Richard only hoped WING would be on
again later to finish his QSO.

galloped in the shape of K5NA. The
"Dragon Special" was certainly breathing
fire despite a splint. Richard was very happy
but he still had not made the "West Coast"
on 160m, although he was still on course for
his 10,000 CW QSOs from ZD7K. Then it
happened on "Lucky 13" as it was around
0620 on 13th April that Richard fished
N6FF from the ether; 5nn into California, he
had done it and we all felt elated as another
objective had been met. The sun was just
rising as Richard took to his bed, another
hard night on the keys but this time I felt
sure he was whistling "California in the
Morning" hi, and he was still on target for
10,000 CW QSOs.

SSTV
Taking a break from the RTTY keyboard I
fired up the SSTV computer and this time I
was using Cromapix. I tuned around on 10m
to find a clear spot to call CQ SSTV and
who should pop up but my dear friend
Danny ON4VT and ON7GB. In no time I
had made a very nice QSO with them both
and they both said they received very fine
pictures from me. Danny ON4VT runs a
very nice SSTV Web site and said he would
put both the pictures on it as DX pictures of
the month "ZD8K and ZD7K", the team felt
honoured. Soon I was in an SSTV pile up as
my SSTV frequency was spotted on the
Cluster. I had great QSOs with:- JF8GVR,
ZS2IV, SM5EEP, GOFMO and, from
Stateside, KD3RR. These are just a few of
the contacts and, in doing so, another
objective had been achieved, namely SSTV
from ZD7 land.

R-and-R day off.

it was "Top Band" time again

After slaving over "Keys and Mikes" for
days on end the team was invited by Barrie
Williams and his XYL Valerie to see a little
of the island beauty spots. This was to
include a visit to "Napoleon's House" at
Longwood. This fascinating villa once held
the "Emperor Napoleon", his officers,
entourage and servants during his 4 year
exile on St. Helena.

Conditions were better and again the
stations came in from Europe, then there
was a small opening to Japan and JA IJRK
led the charge followed by Stateside N7JW
in UT, then Richard beamed! "WING
you're 599, QSL roger your 5NN mny tnx fr
the nw one 73 cuagn". WING had ZD7K on
Top Band. Great, now it was back to the key
as yet more came crashing over the
"Tropical Static" like VEIZZ then TEXAS

The house and beautiful gardens are still the
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Unexpected expedition

—

ZS6/G3JAG for a week

John Crux, G3JAG
Present wife announced that she and
daughter had booked a holiday in Spain —
without consulting me, the Management.
The Management was clearly expected to
stay home, mind cat and fend for itself. But
anyone who knows me would realise that
cat sitting is not my idea of a fun week.
Would it be alright if 1 had a few days away,
like in N Wales or even Scotland? Yes, of
course you can. Just make sure the cat is
safely in the cattery whilst you are out to
play.

V counted as QRP. (Thanks Roberto —
H44RD — it was a solid QSO on 15m SSB
and I still live in hope that you did log it
after all.)
I assumed that I did not need to lug a power
supply along. I also assumed that Roy's
array of coax fed inverted Vs and slopers
would be as good as my own 40m inverted
V fed with low loss ladderline and a huge
balun — yet another rash assumption because
it ignored the vast distance between ZS6
and Europe. ZS6QU is located in a valley,
another item I overlooked.

Time for some web browsing and e-mail!
P5/G3JAG was really too far away for a one
week trip and 70/G3JAG presented certain
problems. But there was that long-standing
invite to visit Roy, ZS6QU again. A few
days later it was more or less organised.
Time to tell the family. Jaws drop all round,
but as I already had the ticket, there was not
much scope for argument. 1 was off on
safari, the cat was off to the cattery, and
they were off to the Costa Concrete. Tough.
I have operated from the ZS6QU location
before, but this time I decided to take my 10
watt Elecraft K2, to see what a ZS6 call
would do for my QRP signal. If I can work
250 countries with the thing from here using
only a 40m inverted V, surely the world
would be waiting. Big mistake. No-one was
waiting. Few stations seem to listen much
these days. Maybe it is the age of the
alligator appliance operator, all mouth, no
ears.

The next and most unwelcome snag was
that I had booked to fly out the day after the
WTC disaster. Would I be allowed to take
the K2 with me? Would there even be a
flight? I checked in very early, only to
discover that the K2 was no problem. Noone even asked what it was. But I could not
take its carrying case. Hand baggage had to
be in plastic carrier bags, or in the hold. So I
hastily wrapped bubble wrap and the
Manchester Evening News around the rig
(on the floor at check-in) stuffed it in a
Boots' carrier bag and away we went. Well,
no. After seven hours in the lounge being
fed lies like "your connection will be
waiting for you" I arrived in Amsterdam to
find no onward flight — it had gone on time
nearly two hours before. One day of my trip
lost, but a night in a splendid hotel in
Amsterdam's red light district as
compensation.

Incidentally, news for the D86C crowd. 100
watts is definitely not QRP, unless QRO is
defined as several kilowatts. That CQ
definition of QRP is a very American joke.
Believe me, anyone could work D68C with
100w at almost any time of day.
Incidentally, I seem to remember that the
UK QRO limit was 150 watts not all that
long ago and no-one regarded that as
anywhere near QRP. I have even been
severely admonished very recently for
claiming that my 10 watts and 40m inverted

The long haul flight was uneventful. The rig
did not get even a cursory inspection at
Schipol and there was no gate check on
hand baggage. Roy was waiting and in no
time the K2 was on his desk and not
working. No power supply and no
convenient way of "borrowing" power from
any of his supplies. But there was the
emergency back-up supply, in the shape of a
huge truck battery with float charger.
Success; the K2 was now operational and
after some hasty cable assembly and
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be very careful on such remote islands and
we hope that the French military Transall
with come as soon as possible. The next day
the Transall lands on Tromelin with an
emergency doctor on-board and our friend is
sent back safely to Reunion island. Also this
day the one wind powered generator chose
to stop working properly. We now have one
wind powered generator and the diesel
generator.

than 3watts. So we had to use one of our
two FT920s; not easy to schedule when
running only three stations and heavy pileups all the time. Some 6m addicts
complained that we were only on 6m for a
few hours but we preferred to give out
possible new-ones on CW and SSB on more
usable bands. Our choice. We were only
four operators.

property of France. Napoleon's tomb is on
the island but his body was re-interred in
Paris. We then visited the Governor's
garden to see the "Giant land Tortoise" and
one in particular, "Jonathan". This giant is
reputed to be over 150 years old. He looked
wonderful for his age as he slowly munched
his way through the "Governor's lawn", the
perfect "Green machine", hi.

Changeover-time on Tromelin i

On the radio side things are better, we are
working between 3500 and 4000 stations a
day and have to manage the pile-up strictly.
Indeed at 300 degrees we have both Europe
and North America, and the discipline..
(well you know the story already, always
the same). The European continent could be
worked round the clock, but the opening
with the North American continent is short.
It is hard to make that understood to
European stations who hear us most of the
time at 59+. Many times when this
happened the Europeans would not QRX
when asked and we simply went QRT — a
very effective method.

After one week on the island we learn that a
Transall from the French army is coming to
visit us with the new meteo France crew and
some fresh food (smiles are on every face).
We have to lower one Titanex which is too
close to the landing strip and be ready to
switch off the radios because the technicians
will try to repair the wind-powered
generator and one of the diesel generators.
In the end this one cannot be repaired and is
loaded on the Transall. Jacques, the station
officer, is leaving the island and Henri is
taking his place. Roland, our new cook (a
Chef, we should say), is also joining us.

Sherri and Richard tried their hand at deep
sea game fishing, what an adventure they
had. First they saw dolphins, then an
enormous "Basking or whale shark" plus
lots of flying fish just skimming the clear
blue waters. Then, with expert guidance,
they put the bait into the water to attract the
"Big-ones", and attract them it did. First
Sherri hooked a 5ft long Barracuda and then
a Bonito. Others on the boat caught Tuna.
After a few hours at sea under the boiling
sun, catching big fish, from a deep azure
blue ocean our intrepid hunters had to return
home as there was still that target to meet
and guys waiting for ZD7K.

This day was a lazy day, no radio possible
because of the technicians, so we visited the
island for the first time. We wanted to go in
the water but the sharks and the high surf
prevented us from making such a mistake.
Anyway we walk on the beach and watch
the sea birds and these few hours of calm
and no QRM are welcome - after one week
without sleeping much we are tired.

CQ CQ 160 metres!
The first days we were already QRV on
160m with our vertical antenna and RX
100m (we wanted more length.but ran out of
sea-shore!) wire. The month of August was
not the best period for that band
unfortunately, but we made around 167
QSOs anyway. The signals were very weak
and a QSO could took us more than 10
minutes. After 24 hours without sleeping
that was tricky, but making a QSO on that
famous band was always a gift for the lucky
ones and we knew it, which gave us a nice
feeling!

Our daily pleasure is to watch the turtles
coming on the beach to lay; we even saw
little turtles..what a souvenir. On the island
the other inhabitants included hermit crabs,
millions of them all over the island as soon
as the sun goes down.

CQ CQ 6 meters!

The last two days we saw whales close to
the sea shore, we could even see them
jumping out of the water as we worked the
pile-ups.

"CQ CQ 6m de FR/F6KDF/T, listening on
this frequency and 210 for French stations."
Every day the same - calling in nothing but
QRM. We managed to make 66 QSOs on
6m. Our IC-706 refused to give us more
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entailed a lot of "Data transfer" and number
crunching. This tedious job was left to
Doug, who would just light up a cigarette,
pour out a cup of tea, then turn on his trusty
laptop and get stuck in.
Local Wild life
Like travellers the world over, we were
overawed by the abundance of wild life on
the island. The hedgerows are awash with a
myriad of colourful flowers, with canaries
singing their hearts out in the sunshine. If
you are lucky you catch a glimpse of a
scarlet coated "Cardinal bird". But the
treasure for us was to spot the elusive "Wire
bird"; this rare and very shy bird is the
island's national symbol and, as such, we
were delighted to have seen it. From the
savage rugged rocks at sea level to the lush
banana plantations on the eastern side of the
mountain, we found little St. Helena to be
an island of surprises and an idyllic
paradise, where time seems to have slowed
and there really did seem to be space for all.
All good things must end

Back to the Pile ups.

Saturday 14th April was our final day and
we now had to start to break down the
station as this was the Easter Holiday
weekend. Also, the ship wanted our gear on
the dock, crated up ready for a 1000 sailing
on Easter Monday. Richard still had a few
more CW contacts to make for his 10,000
score, so we left him on the key and broke
the station down around him. In the
meantime I had spoken with the port
authorities and they most graciously agreed
to load us on the ship last, but we must have
our crates on the dock by Easter Monday
7:00am latest. This gave Richard a few
more hours' brass pounding.

Suitably refreshed, the team returned to the
pile-ups and the numbers racked up steadily,
with a few stations by now having worked
us on 9 or more bands. Keith was doing
good business on 6m and I was doing stints
on SSB on the WARCs to help out. But still
the flood of stations wanting ZD7K seemed
unending. Richard was feeling the strain of
his 1,000 CW QSOs a day target, together
with the demands made on him for "Top
Band" coupled with the tropical heat which
was sapping his strength. But, to his credit,
he stuck at it for the overall cause. All this
log activity had to be processed daily and
sent by e-mail to our "Chief Pilot- Ken
GMOAXY" who published it daily on our
webpage (www.dxpedition.co.uk )

Saturday was used in packing up and
cleaning the accommodation. This meant all
hands to the pumps as we wanted to have all
the gear packed away so that we could all
enjoy a farewell dinner in Jamestown with
our ZD7 friends on Saturday night. A
couple of tables were booked overlooking
the ocean and we made ready to have a
dinner. What a fabulous meal it was, real

Ken was a pillar of support to the team, his
backroom work was outstanding and the
information he relayed was of immense help
to us all, as it allowed us to appreciate the
conditions on the other side of the pile-up.
Ken also sent sked and other requests which
the team did their best to oblige. This work
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organic steak from steers fed only on
mountain-fresh grass, washed down with
cold beer, liberally laced with the anecdotes
and stories from our expedition in the
company of friends. The gentle lapping of
the Atlantic swell on the harbour wall,
mixed with the gentle babble of restaurant
customers and the smells from the chef's
grill will linger long in our minds, but there
was still work to be done back at camp as
Richard needed another 100 or contacts. So
with regret we said our farewells and it was
back up the mountain to our shack and QRZ
de ZD7K in A I A.

As a result all movement in and around the
dock area has been put on hold as the
authorities assess the situation. It appears
that tons of rock had broken away and rolled
down the mountain, smashing steel
containers and crushing vehicles on the
dockside. Miraculously there were no
fatalities. A few men were cut and bruised
but they escaped serious injury. The fire
brigade, police and port authorities, together
with the "Rock Workers" on the face of the
mountain worked very hard to make the
area safe, to allow passengers and freight to
be loaded onto the RMS St. Helena. All this
work took its time, but this allowed the team
to have a few more hours ashore for
sightseeing. Our thanks to Barrie, Valerie
and Bruce for hosting our impromptu tour;
it was a very pleasant interlude.

Easter Sunday - Conditions flat
All gear except for one rig and a beam have
been boxed and 1 am looking anxiously at
Richard as the time for going QRT is
rapidly approaching. It is now 1300 and we
still need another 20 QSOs. We are spotted
agai,n which results in a little flurry and, by
1332, Rich gets W7IUV number 9998,
followed by W I GF in the log as 9,999 then
at 1334 the magical moment for Richard
"UA6LGW ur 5nn", the log ticks over to
number 10,000. "Eureka", goal achieved by
a very happy man. Now it was time to pack
away the final station and relax as we await
the coming day and the long journey home.
But, to end in style, Barrie Williams
ZD7BG and his XYL Valerie invited us all
to their home for a traditional St. Helenian
dinner. It was more than a dinner; it was a
sumptuous feast for which we were most
appreciative. But we could not help
admiring his "Eagles Nest QTH" perched as
it was on the side of a mountain. The beam
is hundreds of feet up and pointing out
across the Atlantic. Yes, we all drooled with
envy. Sadly the evening passed too quickly
and we had to say our goodbyes and return
home to our beds ready for an early start on
Easter Monday.

Our transport arrives at daybreak, the radio
gear loaded on and transported down the
mountain to the docks ready for shipment.
Then we hear on the local radio that there
has been a "Major rock slide" onto the dock.
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•

1 beam, 3 elements for 10m

•

3 beams, 3 elements for 20,15, 10m

•

2 beams, 3 elements each, for 12 and
17m

•

2 verticals Titanex (V80 and V 160)

Around 17:00 local the port authorities gave
the all-clear and we were permitted to board
the ship. It was with a tinge of sadness as
we bid our farewells to our very hospitable
hosts and headed off with a little trepidation
past the rock fall. We all passed safely and
were soon onboard the launch heading out
to our ship at anchor. Once on board we
lined the ship's rail and, as the anchor was
raised, the ship's whistle blew and very
soon we edged our way out of Jamestown
bay. Richard and Keith went up on the boat
deck and held a 2m QSO with Barrie
ZD7BG for a couple of hours. They finally
lost contact at a range of 40 miles. Not bad
from a handheld using lwatt.

•

1 beam, 5 elements for 6m

•

1 dipole for 30m

•

1 RX antenna, 100m wire.

To this end we owe a debt of gratitude to the

was.hard to leave such a friendly place for a
remote and hostile island (hi).
Monday morning F5PXT and F5NOD were
the first to wake up at 0600 and ready to
leave Reunion island for Tromelin island.
Our aircraft was a Navajo PA-31, little twinengined aircraft with 7 seats (pilot and copilot included) and 450kg payload... too
small for us all to get there in a single trip,
so F5PYI and F6JJX came on a second trip
with the rest of the equipment.

We took a lot of equipment as we expected
high demand for FR/T on all bands and
modes. In fact, three stations were QRV
simultaneously from 160m to 6m inclusive,
depending on propagation openings. The
antenna field was as follows :

Farewell ZD7

As the ship headed into the vastness of the
Southern Atlantic Ocean we were
illuminated by a canopy of stars, the
highlight being the "Southern Cross". Later
that evening we all met up in the dining
room and enjoyed a wonderful dinner. The
evening was full of stories, as each one of us
recounted the amazing adventure we had all
been part of. Before going to bed I went up
on deck, and reflected on our achievements.
Yes, I felt we had met all of our objectives,
but we could not have done it alone.

Murphy Strikes with a vengeance.

16th and the team consisted of four Lyon
DX Gang members as well as F6KDF. Two
of them on CW: F5NOD, Gil Gautier and
F6JJX, Erwann Merrien and the two others
F5PXT, Eric Blanchard and F5PYI, Laurent
Borde on SSB. RTTY activity was also
planned and operated mostly by F5PYI.

The equipment was loaded on board after
having removed the seats. We were ready to
go. Green light! We are going to Tromelin.
After a two and a half hour flight we were
there; impressive.

CQ CQ de FR/F6KDF/T.
At 2100 local Tromelin time on 20m:
"F5SIH de FR/F6KDF/T..are you there Eric
?" "FR/F6KDF/T de F5SIH ... solid copy,
you are 59 Good luck."
After some comments on our arrival and
first impressions we are ready for 16 days
non-stop. The first evening three stations
were on the air: 40m, 20m and 15m CW and
SSB, the second day we set up the Titanex
V160 (26.5m high ... What a vertical!). This
operation was quite difficult because of the
high winds, and the guys getting caught in
the shrubs, but we managed at the second
attempt.

We paid special attention to giving out FR/T
as an all-time new one and our survey
showed us that CW was the most-wanted
mode on all bands. We planned our
operations to maximise band openings, but
the disturbed propagation and solar flares
when we were one the island complicated
our plans. Gil and I remember being stuck
on CW and not being able to copy callsigns
because of the very distorted signals. We
were only four operators and did our best to
satisfy most of you on all bands and modes.

80% of the time three stations were on the
air, only two stations while eating or fixing
the antennas. Three stations around the
clock left us only four hours to sleep each
24 hours. We had not landed on the island
as tourists and knew the difficulties before
leaving Lyon, France. We wanted to give
FR/T to as many DXers around the world as
possible.

En route for Tromelin.
We left Lyon July 31st about 1300, for
Reunion Island where we arrived Sunday
morning. On our arrival at the airport, a
small welcoming committee was already
there: FR5GQ Conchita, FR/F1AAY Didier,
and FR/5R8GF Raphadl. Early Sunday
afternoon we went to Meteo France and the
private flight company to sort out all
remaining administrative and material
details. We spent the night at Conchta's
QTH and received an incredible welcome. It

The third day we learn that a meteorological
assistant is very ill and must stay in bed; he
must be repatriated to Reunion Island. But a
heavy storm chooses that time to blow over
Tromelin and no aircraft can reach us
quickly; we worry about the meteo assistant
who seems to suffer a lot. It reminds us to
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FR/F6KDF/T TROMELIN 2000 DXPEDITION BY THE LYON DX GANG
AND F6KDF
By Gil Gautier (F5NOD) and Erwann Merrien (F6JJX),

thousands of radio hams who worked us and
the support of our sponsors as, without all of
your help and encouragement, we would not
have done it. As I sat in the still evening air
with just the steady throb of the screws

cutting the water deep below me, I lifted my
glass to toast you all. You had made this
"DXpedition happen". Thank you one and
all.

Translation: Erwann Merrien F6JJX

After the great success of our first
DXpedition to Amsterdam island (FT5ZH)
in December 1998, the Lyon DX gang and
the Gendarmerie de Bron Radio Club
(F6KDF) went back on the road to set up a
new DXpedition from a most wanted DXCC
entity belonging to France: Tromelin island
(FR/T).

dating from 1954 but with very limited
capability. It is interesting to notice that
Tromelin has no relief and the sea can be
seen from any part of the island. This may
explain why the island is particularly
difficult to be locate from sea level and why
it is only recently that it has been shown on
the maps. As Patrick, the pilot of our aircraft
pilot from Reunion to Tromelin, told us,
without a GPS system it is almost
impossible to find the island and in the past
some pilots had to go back to Reunion
Island because they failed to find this piece
of sand with only a 7m highest point.

In spite of the various amateur radio
activities from this island in the past, those
ones were only sporadic and led by
meteorologists or French army officers on
the air in their spare time and usually for
only a few days. As with most of the French
overseas territories in the Indian Ocean,
landing permission and permission to
operate on the amateur bands is extremely
hard to get, if not impossible. This restricted
access policy explains why none of the
various attempts to organise a "real"
DXpedition to any of those territories had
been successful. Anyway, we received this
great opportunity to land on Tromelin Island
during August 2000 and are happy that a lot
of you are in the log (51046 QS0s) in CW,
SSB or RTTY.

Their is no real vegetation on the island,
which has prevented the development of
local fauna. The only animals to visit the
island are the turtles and seabirds.
The Eparses islands are under the
sovereignty of France and under the
authority of the Minister of Overseas
Departments and Territories. The
administration is delegated to the Prefect of
Reunion island in his role as Government of
the Republic delegate and to the
Meteorological chief from Reunion Island.
On a military basis, this islands belong to
the Supreme Commandant of the French
forces in the south Indian Ocean.

Geographic and political situation of
Tromelin island.

Tromelin island is one of the most isolated
islands in the Indian Ocean and belongs to
the iles eparses archipelago. The ocean
around this small island is very deep and
can reach 4000m. Its geographic coordinates
are: - 15 degrees, 53 minutes south - 54
degrees, 31 minutes of east.

The meteorological stations are active
members of the International meteorological
organisation. The station officer is the legal
representative of the delegate over the
island. By an order of 18th November 1975,
those islands are designated as natural
reserves. That is why a landing permission
and a permission of stay are required.

Tromelin Island is located well off the
oriental Malagasy coast and north of the
Mascareign archipelago, about 535km away
from Saint-Denis de la Reunion and 450km
east of Antalaha (Madagascar). The island is
1 sq km in area and has its own airstrip

FR/F6KDF/T Equipment

The DXpedition to Tromelin island took
place between 31 51 July and 16th August
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SV9/G4DHF Operations from Crete, EU015, August 2001
David Johnson, G4DHF (David@g4dhf.freeseve.co.uk )

my objectives have also changed. As a
single traveller, I am no longer able to rely
on the support of a team and as other
aspects of successful operation of VHF
require high power and large gain antennas,
this is no longer realistic. Likewise,
mounting a major DXpedition on HF
requires a considerable amount of forward
planning and logistical support. Anyone
who reads the account of this year's highly
successful D68C expedition will realise just
how professionally the whole event was
organised by a team of committed
enthusiasts. The far lower-key HF CW
operations I commented on earlier have, for
me, become increasingly more attractive
and realistically achievable.

Background

My visit to Crete this year was a holiday,
not an expedition. With all the convenience
of a package holiday, the only uncertainty
was whether or not my pre-booked
apartment would be a suitable venue to erect
an antenna and accommodate my operating
needs. Since the mid 1980's, I had been on
real expeditions, almost annually, organised
by Keith, G4ODA of "The Five Bells
Group", operating exclusively on VHF from
most of the Scottish Islands (GM) including
Shetland, Orkney and the more remote St.
Kilda. In addition, we had made four
expeditions to the Faeroes (0Y) and two to
Iceland (TF) where we operated the weak
signal modes of Moon Bounce, Meteor
Scatter and Aurora. These logs now run into
thousands of QS0s with a good number of
first time contacts. When you consider that
the average distance back into mainland
Europe is around 2000km, these distances
on VHF are all the more impressive. This,
however, is another story and worthy of a
series of separate articles. It was during
these trips when other guest operators had
been invited to participate that I watched as
Andy, G4PIQ and, in particular, Tim,
G4VXE operated for hours on end on HF
CW in between shifts of VHF operation. I
was moved by the eloquence, grace and
efficiency of their operations. I was hooked.

Operating from a different DXCC entity is
always appealing, but so too the IOTA
programme has made a great impact on
operating in recent years. This has provided
me with a reason to operate as 9H3DJ from
Malta, 5B4/, EA5/, EA8/, SV5/, and more
recently SV9/G4DHF, almost exclusively
on HF. These operations have been
facilitated by the European CEPT reciprocal
licensing agreement, but for me have
created new problems in making equipment
as light, efficient and flexible as possible so
that it can be carried by one person on an
airline. Even in these days of the FT817,
radiating effectively powers up to 100W
still requires a great deal of thought and
care. The important thing is to be flexible,
opportunistic and inventive. This type of
travel usually just involves turning up at a
pre-booked location where you have little or
no control over your immediate
environment and assessing what is possible
given the nature of your location and always

Realistic Objectives

Work commitments have curtailed these
extended excursions and with the
availability of cheaper flights on low cost
airlines, European travel has become
increasingly more viable. And you have the
added bonus of guaranteed sunshine! But
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being mindful of the requirements of Health
and Safety and the needs of others who
share the same area. So too, remembering
that you arc a visitor, always asking for
permission to erect any form of antenna. It
will be noticed. Even the maids who clean
your room will notice the wires, coax and
associated equipment. It's amazing how
accommodating people really are if you ask
beforehand. I've usually been given access
to roof space where I can erect my DK9SQ
fibre telescopic pole (it looks like a fishing
rod) and feed the coax down the wall into
my apartment. The words, "No problem"
sound good in any language and this is
usually accompanied by a wry smile that
usually indicates the local's pleasure in
being able to accommodate such an "odd"
activity! In the unlikely event of not being
able to operate or obtain permission, I have
an additional fused power lead with "croc
clips" which I attach directly to the battery
of a hire car. As all the equipment is
powered from I2V, there is no problem in
heading for the freedom of the open areas.
The uncertainty of this hit and run type of
operation does not warrant announcing my
trips before I actually appear on the air as I
don't want to raise expectations, particularly
as a single operator I usually have no
intention of operating 24 hours a day on all
band-modes! Anyhow, unlike previous
years, the advent of the DX Cluster and the
Internet soon alert the people who most
want to work you.

happened, my main luggage weighed in at
45kg, just 2kg below my baggage
allowance! A search of the "Technical
Topics" section in the July 1997 edition of
RadCom provided me with the possible
solution. A feature by Richard Formato,
KIPOO on the off-centre-fed dipole
(OCFD) seemed to suggest that multi-band
operation was achievable without the need
of an ATU. I built the antenna, a 4:1
matching balun and was immediately able to
work 20, 15 and 10m directly from the radio
with an excellent VSWR. 40m, however,
was not so successful. I then built and
inserted a 1:1 coaxial balun at the feed point
and found I had the resonance that I
required. As I tuned the other bands, I was
amazed to find that the antenna also worked
on 6 and 2m. It was the weekend of this
year's IOTA contest and with the antenna at
a height of only 25ft, I was able to have
many contacts with ease and an opening on
6m provided me with several EU countries
in a single operating session. Wow! I had
six bands from one simple 68ft wire antenna
costing pennies. The performance of this
antenna exceeded my expectations.

And so to Crete
I arrived at my apartment in the package
holiday resort of Bali at 2am on 1st August
following a rather tedious transfer from
Heraklion airport. Mountains that fell into
the sea on the northern coast surrounded the
location. The whole village appeared to
cling to the side of the cliff and there was
clearly no chance of any VHF operation
from this area. The balcony of my apartment
faced into the cliffs, interrupted by one or
two more houses. My spirits sank as I
immediately realised that the erection of any
form of antenna was going to be impossible
from here. Somewhat dejected, I went to
bed. The following morning, being less tired
I became more objective. I soon found the
stairs to the roof where, luckily, the keys
had been left in the outer door. As I stepped
onto the roof I realised that in between the
existing mazes of co-ax leads, TV booster
amplifiers, TV antenna and general solar
heating hardware, it would just be possible

The Antenna's The Star
I wanted an antenna that would work with a
solid-state radio, without an internal ATU,
on at least three of the HF bands without the
need of an external unit. Space and weight
was of prime concern as I had neither the
space or, as it happened, the weight
available. I simply had no room for
additional equipment. I had already resigned
myself to the fact that I could take either a
home-made ultra portable 5-element Yagi
for 2m, with an additional run of RG58U
coax, or I could take my computer for
logging. I chose to paper log and have the
flexibility of some VHF operation. As it
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Internet. This was then done once a day,
combining the data from the four PCs, and,
at the same time, we were able to make an
analysis of QS05 by mode, band, etc. to
achieve a balanced result. On the
Wednesday Wolf set up the 6m station and
quickly started to hear beacons. The first
QSOs followed shortly afterwards. We were
then able to operate three HF stations and
the 6m station simultaneously, which kept
the five operators very busy. In just five
days we were able to put 24,000 QS05 in
the log and, even on Sunday when we were
back to wire antennas again, the pile-ups
never diminished. We used the last few
hours to do some more PSK31 operation,

and were even asked about SSTV. On
Sunday we finally closed down the
operation, making our last QSO with
VE3RM. Instead we activated the hotel bar,
celebrating our results and used the last few
hours to start planning our next expedition.
The return flight was trouble-free and we
arrived at Berlin Tempelhof at 9 o'clock.
This time our luggage arrived safely. As we
had learned, Africa is unpredictable and not
everything goes to plan. For QSLing, care
must be taken to avoid confusion between
our operations and those of G4ZVJ and
F5AOW. We handle cards for 5V7VJ from
4th to 9th October 2000, and for XT2OW
from 10th to 15th October 2000.

5V7VJ QSO statistics:

XT2OW statistics:

Band
3.5
7
10
14
18
21
24
28
50
all

SSB
.0
285
0
1025
2413
1310
1054
1858
36
7981

CW
438
874
968
1745
731
821
754
2066
187
8584

RTTY
0
0
0
0
0
360
0
268
0
628

PSK
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
20

Total
438
1159
968
2770
3144
2511
1808
4192
223
17213

Band
1.8
3.5
7
10
14
18
21
24
28
50
all

From Roger, G3SXW:

Here are the UK
eight-banders worked by ZL7/G3SXW and
ZL7/G3TXF. Mni tnx to the 32 UK stations
who worked ZL7/G3SXW-ZL77TXF on all
eight bands. We enjoyed the thrill of the
chase. The 80 metre long-path contacts were
especially exciting.
GOEHO GOKBL GOOPB GOTSM G3HCT
G3IFB G3KWK G3KZR G3LAS G3MCS
G3MXJ G3NKS G300K G3PJT G3SED
G3SJJ G3UHU G3VKW G3VMW G3WGV
G3WPF G4BWP G4OBK G4OWT G4PTJ
G4ZVJ GM3POI GM3YTS GM4DZX
GW3JXN GW3KDB GW3KGV
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SSB
0
178
247
0
1257
1633
1969
2449
2437
527
10700

CW
428
1157
816
1759
1441
1660
2049
2104
1112
474
13001

RTTY
0
0
0
0
360
0
204
0
0
0
564

PSK
0
0
0
0
59
0
0
0
0
59

Total
428
1335
1063
1759
2698
3293
4437
4553
3753
1001
24320

hundred RTTY QSOs, we felt we should
also attend to the demands of PSK3 I.
Thanks to the PTC-11, that is no problem.
In the end, we made 21 PSK31 QSOs. ON
Sunday we received the welcome news that
our missing baggage had finally arrived, and
was waiting for us at the airport. It was too
late to erect the V80E as it would need to be
ready on the Monday for the 1000km
journey to Ouagadougou. During the
evening we dismantled the 3-element
tribander and used just the wire antennas
during the final night. The last QSO was on
the 9th October around 0512 on 80m. After
that we also dismantled the wire antennas
and packed them on the bus. Most of the
hardware was stowed on the roof og the bus.
The crates with the "explosive" contents
were packed inside the bus, to avoid the
African rains. After a quick breakfast, we
took leave of our host Meenke Sandersfeld
and set off for Ouagadougou. Even at this
hour the traffic in Lome was heavy. As we
left Lome the quality of the roads
deteriorated, and our equipment received a
battering.

of Burkina Faso. As it happened, the power
was out, so we were unable to carry out our
plan to make a few more QSOs from Togo.
Rain fall in true African monsoon fashion,
and we ate our dinner by the light of
petroleum lamps. At the same time, we
reviewed the results of the DXpedition so
far, and made plans for Ouagadougou.
Because there was no power, the airconditioning wasn't working and we found
it hard to sleep in temperatures of 30C. The
power finally came back on while we were
eating breakfast the following morning. Too
late! Again, at the border we were subject to
both police and army inspections, some 20
in all, with those on the Burkina Faso side
of the border taking longest. There, the
Customs officers had a meeting about us
which lasted some 3 hours before they
finally allowed us on our way. From there to
our final destination we were subject to
another ten inspections, from police, army
and Gendarmerie. In Burkina Faso, the
checkpoints have the perquisite of being
able to raise money, and some of the stops
took a long time while we negotiated an
acceptable rate. As a result of the stops, we
arrived later than planned, late afternoon of
10th October, at our hotel the "OK Inn" near
the airport. We quickly settled on two of the
chalets as our location. As we already had
the licence document, the hotel was happy
to agree to our amateur radio operations.
Wire antennas could be assembled quickly,
but when we were putting together the
tribander and V80E we found ourselves
racing against the arrival of a thunderstorm.
In the event, because we wanted to get set
up as quickly as possible, we ended up
continuing the work in the pouring rain. As
a result, we were able to use the V80E on
80m the first night, with an unending pileup. The following day we had to take it
down again and re-erect to have it working
correctly on 160m. Signal strengths were as
expected from previous expeditions, but we
did have problems with QRN when
receiving. We started operations at 2000 the
first night and, after the first four hours and
1,000 QSOs, loaded the first log data to the

We were able to maintain a speed of
120km/hr for most of the journey to Sokode,
the home town of the President of the
Republic of Togo, with just a few stops at
police and army checkpoints. Our guide
explained that the true purpose of these
checkpoints was to raise money to help
make ends meet, as most of these
government employees had not been paid
for at least eight months. After Sokode, the
streets deteriorated again. We marvelled
again and again at how our bus driver was
able to cope, but we readily understood why
driving through the night would be quite
impossible. Soon we reached the Kerannational park, but there were few animals to
be seen, most of them having been killed.
The roads started to have even larger holes.
We thought some were big enough to
swallow an entire truck and took bets as to
whether our bus would end up down the
next one However, our driver continued to
handle the situation. As darkness fell we
reached our hotel in Dapango on the border
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however, was alleviated slightly on 20, 15
and 17m. At less than 1.5:1 the SWR was
good on all bands. Even with a 3:1 SWR,
operation on 17m was possible, but at
reduced power output. The 500Hz CW filter
was a real blessing and at 0702 on August
2nd, I set to work on 15m with the first
QSOs. However, 1 knew that the noise floor
would mask the weaker stations and was
conscious of having to continually call
"QRZ" until signals peaked in QSB. Giving
459 reports and receiving 599 really brings
the situation home. It would not be too long
before other operators became frustrated.
However, is it not precisely this type of
uncertainty that helps to make life
interesting? I was willing to keep on
working if others were keen to work me,
which they appeared to be. With so many
signals genuinely being S9+ there was no
shortage of QSOs. This was repeated on
15m and, to my surprise, also on 17m where
the first few days yielded a constant flow of
European contacts. I concentrated my
operations in the early morning and late
evening when signals were generally
stronger. For most of my stay 15m was only
just usable into EU, but there were at least
two good openings when I had good
contacts with JA, W2, W4 and W5. 20m
provided the bulk of the activity and was the
mainstay of my activities. Here too, I had
excellent QSOs into VK, JA, W6 and HL as
well as EU. I was bitterly disappointed not
to be able to work either 10 or 40m. I even
erected dipoles for 17, 15 and 10m, all with
different orientations to see if I could reduce
the noise level, but the QRN remained
constant and so I kept with the OCFD,
which I believe did a really great job.

to erect the multi-band OCFD. Anyhow, I
had enough wire and connectors with me to
build a set of HF dipoles. As I had requested
a top floor apartment during my booking,
running the coax over the ledge into my
room would be easy. All I had to do now
was to obtain permission. This took the
whole day, as I had to ask one of the locals
who could speak English to translate to the
lady concierge who was only too willing to
help. Again, on hearing those words "No
problem", I was filled with anticipation and
quickly set to work. Space was at a
premium, but I was just able to erect the
telescopic mast in between a nest of TV
poles. It never ceases to amaze me what you
find on rooftops in Mediterranean countries.
Co-ax connectors, discarded distribution
amplifiers, alloy poles and a wide variety of
wooden poles to mention some of the more
useful items! I used one such piece of 10fl
wooden section to help raise the centre of
the antenna that was orientated to the South
above the roof. The whole array was held in
place with re-usable cable ties. Again, I had
intended to leave the area tidier than I had
found it. The buildings appeared to almost
touch each other and at first sight the
construction methods appear somewhat
haphazard and incomplete. This, however, is
certainly not the case. As Crete is located in
an earthquake zone, the concrete is
reinforced with steel rods that provide a
degree of flexibility under such extreme
conditions. Services such as telephone and
power lines run in close proximity for ease
of maintenance. This makes a great deal of
sense, but it is also an EMC nightmare!

A Little Holiday Operating
It was not long before I had the
1C706MklIG, 23Amp SM PSU and Palm
mini-key unpacked and ready to go. I
switched on and was immediately greeted
with a wall of S9 noise. Turning off the preamp still gave a continuous S7 noise floor. I
tuned all bands from 40 to 6m (which I
would not be allowed to operate) and found
the same problem. In fact, the problem was
far worse on 10 and 40m rendering these
bands totally useless. The problem,

In Conclusion
Anyone who thinks that HF operation is all
"599 TU" should think again. Most of the
reports I received and sent reflected the
nature of my operating conditions. In fact,
all too often I was reminded of my previous
experiences on VHF as 1 attempted to pull
signals out of the noise. During my limited
operating times, working only during
weekdays, by 12th August I had completed
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culture, Crete is a wonderful place to visit.
The scenery is breathtaking and the people
warm and friendly. It is a land of myth,
light, sunshine and physical contrasts
making it an ideal family holiday
destination. There is plenty of information
about Crete on the Internet and several
reports of operations. It's not all QRN,
honestly! Anyone thinking of operating
from Crete may be interested in the
following e-mail addresses:

850 CW QSOs.

BAND

QSOs

DXCC

527

51

17m

114

26

15m

209

33

20m

I am left reflecting what I could have
achieved had I been able to operate on 40
and I Om where the levels of QRN were too
high. Sounds like a great excuse to return in

Radio Amateur Society of Crete:
SV9@qsl.net

Pelamare Holiday Apartments (run by
SV9ANJ): Pelama re(a),lier. forthnet.gr

the future!

Postscript
With nearly 10,000 years of history and

ZXOZ and PTOT at short notice
(from the Internet)
I realise that some information about our
Trindade operation should be broadcast to
avoid any misunderstanding and/or
confusion as follows:

during the afternoon. We actually had to use
the boat on the way back to the ship. It was
a very dangerous experience but we arrived
back safely on the ship.

The ship arrived in the island on schedule
Aug 7th at 1900, but we were not allowed to
disembark, not even the military, because of
the strong winds and heavy rain. We stayed
on the ship overnight, ready to start the next
day, Aug 8th. We finally took the helicopter
at 1000, the trip lasting less than five
minutes. The equipment arrived on
subsequent flights.

Actual dates of operation :

The first day was tough, windy, cold and
raining most of the day. We felt some
improvement in the weather the following
day but not in terms of wind intensity. At
least there was no more rain and the
temperature was slightly higher than the
previous day.

the special callsign authorisation.

Aug 8th, 2001 ...first QSO at 1401
Aug 10th, 2001 ... Last QSO at 1130
The PTOT and ZXOZ calls were issued by
ANATEL when we were already on the
island, and despite us already using homecall/PY0T. We had done this because we
did not want to lose time while waiting for

4,000 QSOs were made with 80 countries
from 40 to 10m. Unfortunately the antenna
tuner did not work well on 12m, so we made
no QSOs on that band.
QSLs - PY1LVF (Vieira) will be handling
this task. It will take about 2 to 3 weeks to
have all cards printed out. He expects to
start mailing out cards by mid-September.
Cards via the buro will be accepted but
since the PY1 Bureau is very slow in
sending and receiving cards we recommend
you send direct if you need the country for

Unfortunately we had to close down the
station 5 hours before departure. All
equipment was scheduled to go back to the
ship in the morning, then a break for the
official ceremony (and cocktail) handing
over command on the island, and departure
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wall to wall. We hadn't expected this, as the
call had been aired so recently. Many callers
remembered Andy's activity and some
signed "73 Andy". Others questioned the
vaildity, saying that this was "Andy's call".
Andy himself favoured us with a number of
calls, working us on six bands. For 160 and
80 we planned a dipole antenna, aiming to
get the feedpoint as high as possible, using
those parts of the V80E which had arrived
in Togo. Unfortunately, results were not
good.

planned. Passport control and a check of our
yellow fever vaccination certificates went
smotthly. On the baggage carousel the first
item to appear was the first of the V80E
containers, quickly followed by our personal
luggage and the container with the beam.
But no sign of the other two boxes
belonging to the V80E. This is where we
had to rely on our guide to help us.
After well over an hour, we finally had to
accept that the missing items had been lost
in transit in Brussels. So it was with heavy
hearts that we headed to the Sailors Home in
Lome, which was to be our base for the next
six days. In the darkness we got some
impression of the terrain, but could not start
to put up antennas so, instead, we headed to

Shortly after midnight, we reviewed the
situation. In the first 11 hours we had 2600
QSOs, and Frank prepared the log data for
uploading to the Internet. This was done by
sending to the ZS5S gateway, using Pactor
over HF, and then on to KN6KB by
Internet. The data was reduced to Call, Band
and Mode to minimise the volume of data to
be transmitted. The software had been
developed by DL3DXX for our Millennium
expedition. Further work was done by
Michael, DL6MHW, moglich. I should also
mention

the bar for a beer and a session planning
antenna locations. The welcome from
Meenke Sandersfeld, the manager of the
Sailor's Home, is one we will not easily
forget. After a welcome ceremony, he told
us that, if it would improve reception in any
way at all, we were more than welcome to
install the antennas on the roof. However,
confusion about the callsign soon followed.
Early the following day, most of us set to
work at the hotel, installing the antennas.
Meanwhile, Sigi went with our guide to the
PTT in Lome in order to pick up the licence
document. He was soon back, with the news
that the licence document had been ready,
with all the necessary stamps and
signatures, but bearing the callsign 5V7VJ.
We knew that Andy G4ZVJ had used that
call just one month earlier. The PTT
employee denied all knowledge of the mixup and said that, as the minister would be

Bernd, DF3CB, who created our Webpage
which we updated daily with news in
addition to the log data. There were also
very many e-mails to answer. So, all in all,
we want to express our thanks DF3CB,
DL6MHW, DL3DXX, ZS5S and KN6KB
for making the whole online project
possible.
The following day we made our usual
routine enquiry about the missing baggage.
Wolf was anxious to assemble the 6m beam
but although we kept being told the missing
items would arrive "tomorrow", they failed
to appear. Eventually Wolf, Tom and
Mesmin went to the market to find some
materials to make a 3-element quad for 6m.
At first this lacked enough height for
effective results but, in the event, we were
finally able to hang it from a crossbar
between the roofs of the bungalows and
make some 223 QSOs on 6m in the
remaining time before leaving for XT2.

out of the country for the next week, no new
licence could be issued. As we would be on
our way to Burkina Faso by then, Sigi had
brought the licence document before the
PTT employee had changed his mind and
withdrawn it.
Our next problem was the missing antenna.
By 1pm we had enough antennas to use
three stations. These included a 3-element
tribander, a 4-element Yagi for 17, two
quads for 30 and 12, as well as a vertical for
40m. The pile-up, after the first call, was

Due to the situation with the antennas, we
made just 438 QSOs on 80m_ After several
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proved impossible and I was able eventually
to collect it at the airport just prior to
checking in for the return flight.

Special QSL cards have been printed and
are available from either my callbook
address with return postage and SAE or via
the RSGB bureau. I have been particularly
surprised at the number of direct requests
already received from Japanese stations.

The table below gives a breakdown of
QSOs by band and DXCC entity.

BAND

QSOs

DXCC

30

1

1

20

63

12

17

314

35

15

707

57

260

32

1345

71

12
ALL

,

My particular thanks go to my XYL Jan;
Abdullah Rasheed, Director of Engineering
at the Ministry of Communication, Science
and Technology; Anthony Perera, General
Manager of the Velidhu Island Resort and
his most friendly and courteous staff,
without whose help and co-operation this
operation would not have been possible.

Underway in Africa
Frank Rutter, DL7UFR
On the return journey from our DXpedition
to Kiribati (see November 2000 CDXC
Digest), we visited the meeting of the South
California DX Club in Los Angeles. At the
end of the meeting the inevitable question
arose, "Where do you go next year?" The
memory of the long journey to Kiribati
moved us to answer "Maybe Africa". Once
back home, we took out the "Most Wanted"
lists and thought about a suitable target.
Because licensing in Africa can take a long
time, we started to make enquiries. Things
moved slowly, but at the beginning of
September Sigi received a FAX with the
licence document for Burkina Faso. We
were allocated the callsign XT2OW, which
had been used in the past by F5AOW. We
knew, for example from our Gambia
expedition (C56CW, C56DX) that callsigns
are often reissued quite soon after the
previous holder has stopped using them, but
as we were due to depart just four weeks
later, there was nothing we could do to
change the call. We also received a FAX
from Togo that a licence would be available,
but could not be mailed to us in time. We
applied for the callsign 5V7DF. On the
weekend of departure, Sigi DL7DF, and

Frank, DL7UFR collected together all the
hardware. In the three packing cases for the
V80E vertical we also packed some mast
parts as well as the 6m Yagi. In the carton
for the 3-element tribander we added some
glass fibre rods. Sabena agreed not to charge
us for excess baggage. On 3rd October,
Dirk, DJ7UC, Wolf, DL4WK, Tom,
DL7BO, Sigi, DL7DF, and Frank,
DL7UFR, met at Berlin's Tempelhof
airport. As arranged, there were no
problems with the excess baggage.
However, during the security check, one of
the security people claimed to have
discoevered explosives in our luggage, and
insisted that it remain in Berlin. We insisted
that we would not travel without our
luggage. In the end each of us had to unpack
our luggage for examination. In the end the
security man checked his pants with the
detection appartus and it showed that they
contained explosive! We all heaved a sigh
of relief — the equipment was obviously
faulty. After the more traditional check of
our luggage, everything was OK and we
were able to leave, via Brussels, for Abidjan
and Lome. We reached Lome 15 min ahead
of schedule. Our guide, Mesmin, met us as
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your DXCC submission. Cards via Buro are
taking more than a year to receive. There
are few PY1 hams already sending cards
direct to destination bureaus to avoid this
kind of delay.

but other groups can make many such trips
and give the opportunity to those hams that
need the country for the first time.
QSL Manager: PYILVF, Jose Luiz Vieira
Femandes, P.O.Box 18009, Rio de Janeiro R.1 - Brazil - South America 20722-970

I understand that many hams were not able
to make it since the operation lasted just 2
days. We hope we can keep this door open
with the Brazilian Navy so that not only us

73's Vieira, PYILVF/PYOT and ZXOT,
http://br.geocitics.com/pyllvf, Ricardo
PYIVOY/PYOT and PTOT

REPUBLIC OF THE MALDIVES
Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH
After our eventful visit to Sri Lanka in
November 2000, there was not much doubt
about where our next trip would be, mainly
due to the fact that our flight home was
routed via Male and Abu Dhabi. After an
hour's flight, we spent a further hour on the
ground in Male airport and were able to get
off the plane and wander around the duty
free shops etc. Jan fell in love with the
posters on the walls depicting white sand
and simple water bungalows linked with a
system of jetties. Although we have tended
to steer clear of beach holidays and pursued
more activity-types of vacations, it certainly
looked tempting. Jan said, "I think I could
stand a week here." 1 said, "It's ever so easy
to get a licence." Taking off from Male we
were treated to breathtaking aerial views of
the archipelago with innumerable tiny
islands poking above the coral reefs.

with good information about the licensing
procedure. This merely involved
downloading a copy of the application form,
completing and sending it to the licensing
authorities by fax on 15th January, together
with a copy of my UK licence and a
covering letter asking for the callsign
8Q7WH. 1 received a fax almost by return
confirming the callsign had been reserved
and asking me to arrange for the fee of 125
Maldivian rufiya (MRF) - about US $10 - to
be paid by my tour operator's agent in Male.
This proved to one of the most difficult
parts of the whole procedure and involved
contacting Travel Collection by e-mail (no
response), fax (not received) and sitting in a
telephone queuing systems for up to 15
minutes at a time. Eventually, I received a
copy of the three months' licence by fax on
3rd April, together with a note that this
document would enable me temporarily to
import my radio equipment.

Once back in the grip of the UK winter,
time was spent scanning over the travel
sections of the weekend papers. Last year's
sojourn to Mykonos had been beset with
poor weather and was not as successful as in
previous years, so we decided to look
elsewhere. It wasn't long before Jan spotted
a Travel Collection advert offering an allinclusive week in June on one of the
Maldive islands at a price, which suited our
budget. A copy of the Lonely Planet was
swiftly purchased, the deposit paid and a
seaplane transfer arranged.

The Maldives are an independent country
within the British Commonwealth and
consist of over 1,000 low-lying coral islands
grouped in 26 atolls about 600km southwest of Sri Lanka. No natural land stands
greater than 2.4 metres above sea level! The
ocean around the Maldives is world
renowned for the snorkelling and scuba
diving. My good friend Bruce Sawyer,
ZF2NT, spends six months of the year
diving on Little Cayman and told me he
believed the diving in the Maldives to be

OH2MCN's web site once again came up
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Arriving at the island, we were personally
welcomed by the hotel manager and very
quickly checked into our most comfortable,
double-bedded, en-suite rondavel. Contrary
to the Travel Collection's handouts, there
was one of their representatives on hand
who theoretically also looked after the
guests in six other resorts. In view of the
difficulties in travelling between her resorts,
she rarely seemed to leave Velidhu! She
greeted us with "Mr. Whitchurch, have you
got your radio licence?" When 1 said not,
she explained that she had sent it to Male to
be handed to me on arrival, just in case of
any problems with the Customs but that she
would retrieve it and give it to me during
the next day or so.

superior to the Caymans. Neither Jan nor 1
are very strong swimmers, so we decided to
learn to snorkel properly and attended a
number of informal lessons during the
weeks preceding our departure. I even tried
on an aqualung at one stage and would not
have needed much encouragement to turn
the snorkelling into diving, but Jan was not
so keen. Considering the length of rope
which I get playing radio on holiday, I
decided that a second activity excluding Jan
was not a good idea, so drew the line at
snorkelling.
Check-in at Gatwick was uneventful and the
ski bag containing the R-7000 vertical
raised no eyebrows. Jan and I split the radio
equipment between our respective hand
luggage and there was a difficult moment at
the departure gate when the clerk declared
mine to be too heavy and asked that it be
placed in the hold. Fortunately, I was able to
convince him of its fragility and kept it
under my control throughout the flight.
There was a short stop at Bahrain to refuel
and change crews and we arrived at Male on
time on 4th June. The baggage, including
the R-7000, also arrived and, after
subjecting it to an X-ray examination by
Customs, we made our way to the seaplane
terminal for the 30 minute flight to Velidhu
Island in North Ari Atoll, about 85km to the
west of Male. The aircraft was a Twin Otter
and I was amazed to find it to be fitted with
an Icom IC-706 tuned to 3407kHz.

By now the daylight was failing and I
wanted to get the antenna erected before
dark if at all possible. Our rondavel was on
the east side of the island with a screen of
bushes between it and the beach. 1 would
have liked to put the R-7000 on the beach
itself but was worried that I could not
anchor it properly in the soft sand and that,
as it would be out of sight, someone might
injure himself or herself by tripping over a
guy rope. Consequently, I set it up in a
clearing between two of the rondavels and
guyed it to the trunks of trees to minimise
the tripping hazard. There was nowhere to
rig a wire antenna as an alternative because
the numerous palm trees were all too short
and close together.
It was now fully dark and, after a much
needed shower, we made our way to the bar
and a pre dinner drink. Under the "allinclusive" deal, in addition to all meals we
were entitled to unlimited quantities of free
beer, cocktails, spirits and soft drinks in the
bar and to glasses of red or white wine in
the restaurant. Jan and I are both wine
drinkers and found it strange that wine was
not available in the bar, except at extra cost.
Over an aperitif we struck up a conversation
with a couple who had been on the seaplane
with us, during the course of which we
discovered that they lived in a small village
near Bristol. Further enquiries established
that they actually lived about 200 yards

Islam is the religion of the Maldives and no
alcohol or pork is permitted on any of the
202 "inhabited" islands. Velidhu is one of
90 or so island resorts, which are officially
"uninhabited", i.e. no Maldivians live there
on a permanent basis. Consequently, there
are no restrictions on the consumption of
alcohol etc. The island covers some 19 acres
and has 80 individual, circular bungalows
with thatched roofs, known as rondavels
scattered amidst the palm trees and lush
vegetation. There are also 10 over-water
bungalows on the northwest side of the
island, which were available at an extra cost
of US $50 per day.
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the first couple of mornings suffered from
the "all-inclusive" syndrome, but even then
the activity just wasn't there. The late
afternoon session was much more
productive with a couple of very satisfying
pile-ups of Far East stations on 18 and
21MHz. QSOs with Europe and the USA
were very few and far between. This was
probably due to the fact that we were on the
east side of the island and the path to
Europe was straight through the island's
vegetation. 28MHz was unusable due to
intruders using CB type radios for interisland communications.

away from us and had several acquaintances
in common, although we had never
previously met. Indeed it is a small world!
Dinner was a first class buffet eaten with
our new friends and we were well looked
after by our waiter Mohammed, who kept us
well supplied with glasses of excellent
Californian wine. Mohammed was a
Maldivian national, although most of the
staff were Sri Lankan or Bangladeshi. After
dinner, we retired to the bar where I ordered
brandy, which was served in a full wine
glass. At this point, I came to the conclusion
that an "all-inclusive" deal was potentially
dangerous!

We wanted to see something of the true
culture of the country but escaping from the
island was slightly difficult. We finally
managed to negotiate a 20-minute ride on a
speedboat to the neighbouring "inhabited"
island of Mathiveri. Mohammed asked if he
could join us, as he had a friend there who
he would like to visit. As it was his off duty
time, we readily agreed, fully expecting him
to disappear on arrival and reappear at the
agreed departure time. We were pleasantly
surprised, as we were introduced to his
friend and family, given fresh coconut milk
to drink through a straw in the shell and
fresh papaya to eat before being escorted
around the village. about 600 people live on
the island and make a living by fishing and
boat building. They were extremely friendly
and quite happy to be photographed without
requiring payment in advance. The
immediately viewable image on the small
screen of Jan's digital camera was of great
interest, particularly to the children.

Next morning I was up early, feeling
surprisingly bright. I set up the station on
the patio outside the room, straightened the
antenna and put out a few calls on 21MHz
CW. The first QSO was with 9M2SZ at
0347 UTC on 5th June but the band was
very quiet so I went back to bed and we
both slept late, missing breakfast. The patio
furniture was designed for relaxation and
therefore not very practical for radio
operations, so I arranged for a "normal"
height table and chair, which was altogether
more comfortable.
In March 1998 an El Nino (temporary
increase in seawater temperature) event
bleached much of the coral throughout the
archipelago, killing most of the algae living
within the coral polyps, particularly in the
shallow waters. Consequently, the coral
itself is mostly an unsightly brown colour,
but with some more colourful new growth
showing through in places. Despite this, the
house reef provided excellent snorkelling
for beginners like us, with myriads of multicoloured fish of all sizes to be seen,
including parrotfish, blue surgeonfish, rock
cod and eagle rays. A particular favourite
was a triggerfish that frequented the water
around the jetty and could be fed with
pieces of bread stolen from the breakfast
buffet.

I had set myself a target of 1,500 QSOs
during the week, but found that I had only
made just over 1,050 by the start of our last
day. I'm afraid that I made myself rather
unpopular with Jan by spending too much
time on the radio on the last day but did
bring the final total up to 1,345, the last 2430
or so being very slow going indeed with
many unanswered CQ calls.
Despite daily enquiries of the Travel
Collection's representative, retrieving the
original licence document from Male

Radio-wise, I found that my usual pattern of
a session in the mornings and a session in
the late afternoons didn't work. Admittedly,
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Velidhu Island from the air

Doug GOWMW runs an SSB pileup

The R-7000 antenna set up in a clearing between two of the rondavels

The ZD8K Team from the Barry Amateur Radio Society
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Glyn GWOANA with a giant tortoise
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The Top Band Special

Farewell Ascension
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